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WE lcOm E

Welcome

It is our pleasure to present to you our latest brochure featuring an
inspiring collection of short breaks and holidays in the UK and Europe.
We are consistently listening to customer feedback and researching
new ideas so that you can experience something different, and this
year’s programme features a sprinkling of exciting new tours
alongside some ever-popular favourites. Whether you’re seeking to soak up the wonderful atmosphere at a
Christmas Market, enjoy an energising weekend away, a breath of fresh air at a coastal resort, or experience a
taste of the European Continent, we are confident that something will take your fancy.
One of the advantages of travelling with Arvonia is that all you need to
do is sit back and let us take care of everything for you from beginning
to end. All of our short breaks and holidays feature carefully planned
itineraries with a varied range of excursions to ensure that you get the
very best out of your trip. During your holiday you can also depend
upon our experienced team of professional tour drivers who ensure that
your time away is completely stress-free, leaving you to unwind and
focus on what’s important – enjoying your hard-earned break.

Coach holidays also have the added benefit of offering exceptional
value for money with the following included in the price:
/ Hassle-free, comfortable travel by luxury coach
/ Services of a professional driver/courier
/ Quality accommodation with included breakfast
/ Three course evening meals on most holidays
/ Evening entertainment on selected breaks
/ Expertly planned day excursions
/ Attraction admission costs on most holidays
Very little tops the delight of booking your perfect escape and we
endeavour to ensure that your holiday is a truly memorable experience.
We hope that you will enjoy browsing through our latest collection and
look forward to greeting you on an Arvonia holiday in the near future.

3 EASY WAYS TO BOOK YOUR HOLIDAY

JOIN OUR E-SHOT MAILING LIST

Once you have selected your holiday or short break, booking is simple and

Sign up to our emails to receive priority notification of all

stress-free.

our latest special offers and additional tours direct to
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your inbox! Simply visit www.arvonia.co.uk and

Visit www.arvonia.co.uk where you

complete the easy online registration form on the

can conveniently browse and reserve

homepage. We won't share your details with any third

your holiday with complete confidence
using our secure online booking facility.
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Chat to our friendly Reservations Team
about your next holiday by calling

GIFT VOUCHERS
Searching for a gift for a special occasion? Whether
it’s Christmas, an anniversary, birthday, or simply

01286-675175.
Our professional and efficient team will be happy to check availability and
provide answers to any queries you may have – we’re here to help!
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parties and you can unsubscribe at any time.

saying thank you – treat your nearest and dearest to
the gift of a well-deserved break with an Arvonia Gift
Voucher. Available in denominations of £5, £20, £50

If you would prefer to make your booking in person, we would be delighted to

and £100, the vouchers are valid for one year from

welcome you at our Travel Office in Llanrug where car parking is available.

the date of purchase and can be put towards the cost
of any Arvonia holiday or short break.

Travel Office Opening Hours:

CONNECT WITH US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Monday to Friday: 09:00 to 17:00
Saturday, Sunday & Bank Holidays: Closed

notifications of our special offers and new tours.

Like and follow us on Facebook so that so that you receive regular

TOTAL FINANCIAL SECURITY
Arvonia Holidays are members of the Bonded Coach Holiday (BCH) consumer protection scheme that has government backing. It means that in the unlikely
event that the unexpected happens, you can be sure that your holiday money is totally safe and you won’t be left stranded or out of pocket.
Full details and confirmation of our BCH membership can be found at www.bch-uk.org or by telephoning BCH on 0207 240 3131.
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For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

To enhance your comfort on board our coaches, you can enjoy the

Your holiday starts from the moment you board one of our modern coaches with

benefits of the following features:

striking external design and luxurious interior finish. We firmly believe that the

/ Comfortable seating with multifunction recline and sideways movement
facility, additional support and leather inserts, overhead reading light, armrests,
footrests, seat back tables and magazine nets.

time you spend travelling on board our coaches should be comfortable and
enjoyable, therefore we have invested significantly in our vehicles to ensure that
passengers can enjoy a consistently high standard. With Arvonia you can not only
travel in comfort and style, but also benefit from the very latest technological
advances and vehicle safety standards.

HO lI DAY I NFO RmATI O N

EXPERIENCE BRITAIN & EUROPE IN COMFORT & STYLE

/ Individual air vents and fully automated climate control system to ensure the
temperature remains comfortable throughout the duration of your journey.
/ Panoramic double glazed and tinted windows allowing fantastic views of the
ever-changing landscape, plus innovative forward view camera facility.
/ Overhead lockers for convenient storage of personal items.
/ DVD System with two monitors plus top class audio & PA systems.
/ Toilet & washroom.
/ Hot & cold drinks facilities.

HOLIDAY DIARY 2019 – 2020
NOVEMBER / TACHWEDD
Date

Destination

01 – 03
01 – 03
04 – 07
04 – 07
04 – 08
04 – 08
08 – 10
10 – 11
11 – 15
14 – 15

london city Break
cardiﬀ city Break
York city Break
Southport & lancaster
Bournemouth
Eastbourne
cardiﬀ city Break
cheshire luxury Break
Killarney christmas craicer
Harrogate & leeds
christmas markets
longleat light Festival
looe & cornish coast
Kew Gardens christmas lights
chatsworth House at christmas-Time
manchester christmas markets
ludlow christmas Fayre
Warner Holme lacy
Worcester christmas market
Winchester & Portsmouth
christmas markets
cardiﬀ city Break
Durham & Newcastle
christmas markets

15 – 17
17 – 21
22 – 24
22 – 24
23 – 24
23 – 25
25 – 29
28 – 29
28 – 30
29 – 01
30 – 02

Page
6
9
8
25
28
29
9
5
35
16
14
27
11
13
12
15
30
10
18
9
16

DECEMBER / RHAGFYR
Date

Destination

01 – 02
02 – 05
04 – 06
06 – 08
06 – 08
06 – 08
07 – 08
07 – 08
09 – 12

manchester & Traﬀord centre
Ostend & Brugge christmas markets
lincoln christmas market
christmas Glow at Wisley Gardens
Grassington Dickensian Festival
Bristol & Bath christmas markets
Harry Potter Hogwarts in the Snow
manchester christmas markets
Reims christmas market
& champagne
Edinburgh city Break
Aachen & maastrict
christmas markets
Blenheim Palace at christmastime
Birmingham christmas market
& Ironbridge
cardiﬀ city Break
York St Nicholas Fayre
Warner cricket St Thomas
christmas in York

12 – 14
12 – 15
13 – 15
13 – 15
15 – 17
16 – 18
16 – 20
23 – 27

Page
4
19
17
11
12
14
10
12
18
7
19
13
15
9
17
31
20

23 – 27
23 – 27
24 – 27
29 – 01
30 – 02
30 – 02
31 – 01

christmas in cheshire
christmas in lincolnshire
christmas in Harrogate
New Year in cardiﬀ
New Year in Berkshire
Hogmanay in Dundee
New Year in manchester

20
21
21
23
22
22
23

JANUARY / IONAWR
Date

Destination

02 – 04
03 – 05
03 – 05
05 – 06
06 – 10
10 – 12
12 – 13
13 – 17
16 – 19
20 – 25
20 – 24
24 – 26
24 – 26
27 – 30
27 – 31
27 – 31
31 – 02

london city Break
York city Break
cardiﬀ city Break
manchester & Traﬀord centre
Warner Alvaston Hall
cardiﬀ city Break
liverpool city Break
Warner Thoresby Hall
london, Oxford & Windsor
Bournemouth
loch lomond & Glasgow
london city Break
York city Break
lake District
Torquay
Warner Nidd Hall
Gloucester, Bath & cotswolds

Page
6
8
9
4
31
9
4
31
9
28
32
6
8
24
26
30
7

FEBRUARY / CHWEFROR
Date

Destination

02 – 03
03 – 07
03 – 07
07 – 09
09 – 10
09 – 10
09 – 13
10 – 15
10 – 14
14 – 16
15 – 17
17 – 20
17 – 20
17 – 21
17 – 20

cheshire luxury Break
Babbacombe
looe & cornish coast
cardiﬀ city Break
liverpool city Break
manchester & Traﬀord centre
Tenby & Pembrokeshire
Bournemouth
Warner Holme lacy
london city Break
Tutankhamun
cardiﬀ city Break
Harrogate & York
Paignton
Royal mint, Penderyn
& Brecon Railway
Edinburgh city Break
York city Break
lille & Ghent city Break

21 – 23
21 – 23
21 – 24

Page
5
26
27
9
4
4
34
28
30
6
6
9
25
27
34
7
8
36

24 – 28
24 – 28
24 – 28
27 – 02

Isle of Wight
Warner littlecote House
Scenic Perthshire
london, Oxford & Windsor

29
31
33
9

MARCH / MAWRTH
Date

Destination

01 – 05
02 – 06
05 – 08

Sandbanks & Dorset coast
Warner cricket St Thomas
Amiens, Rouen &
The Normandy coast
lincoln & the Peak District
Eastbourne
Warner Sinah Warren
cheshire luxury Break
Blackpool & Ribble Valley
St Partick’s in Waterford
medieval Brugge
cardiﬀ city Break
Spectacular lake Garda
Torquay
Oban & the Hollow mountain
Edinburgh city Break
cheltenham & Gloucester
Harrogate & York
Fort William & the Highland line

08 – 10
09 – 13
09 – 13
15 – 16
16 – 20
16 – 19
19 – 22
20 – 22
22 – 29
23 – 27
23 – 27
27 – 29
29 – 30
30 – 02
30 – 03

Page
28
31
37
8
29
31
5
24
35
37
9
39
26
32
7
5
25
33

APRIL / EBRILL
Date

Destination

04 – 06

Tutankhamun

Information and Bookings 01286 675175

Page
6
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WEE KE ND BRE AK S

mANcHESTER &
TRAFFORD cENTRE
lIVERPOOl
Enjoy a fantastic value overnight break to Liverpool – firmly
established as one of Europe’s most exciting city break destinations
with a plethora of attractions to suit all tastes and budgets, and not to
mention the European Capital of Culture for 2008 and a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Liverpool ONE is the largest city centre regeneration
project in Europe and has given Liverpool shopping a whole new
dimension, a stunningly designed centre that is home to more than
160 famous high street names. The city’s impressive cultural heritage
is reflected in its choice of world class cultural offerings with more
museums and galleries than anywhere outside of London. Of course,
considering that this is the place that gave the world The Beatles, the
city’s music scene takes some beating, and as night falls, there are
some buzzing new restaurants and trendy wine bars to choose from.
ITINERARY
Day One: We depart North Wales and travel to liverpool, arriving during
the morning. The remainder of the day is then free to unwind and indulge
in a shopping spree or discover the city sights. This evening, head out to
enjoy the vibrant city nightlife with numerous restaurants, bars and
venues to suit all tastes on offer.
Day Two: A further day at leisure in the city for shopping or to explore the
sights. Perhaps a visit to the Albert Dock, the Beatles Story, one of the
many museums, the city’s cathedrals or maybe a cruise on the mersey. We
depart late afternoon and commence our homeward journey.
ALOFT HOTEL HHHH
conveniently situated in the heart of
the city with liverpool ONE and the
Albert Docks just a stone’s throw
away. All of the contemporary
bedrooms feature oversized shower
with complimentary spa products, 42'' flat screen TV and Wi-Fi access. The
hotel also features a fitness centre with the latest gym equipment, bar and
lounge plus a restaurant. lift to all floors.

ITINERARY
Day One: We drive to manchester where the remainder of the day is at
leisure to relax and discover the city. Shopaholics can take advantage of
manchester Arndale shopping centre, along with King Street and the
Northern Quarters fashionable cafes & shops. The city also boasts a
diverse range of fascinating museums and galleries to explore.
manchester is awash with a fantastic variety of nightlife, bars and
restaurants to choose from, all within easy reach of the marriott Victoria &
Albert Hotel.
Day Two: After a leisurely breakfast we check out of the hotel and travel
to the Trafford centre featuring over 200 stores including some of the
country's best loved brands. If you want to take a break from the
shopping, you can relax and enjoy a meal or drinks at one of the many
restaurants and food outlets or why not catch the latest blockbuster at
the ODEON ImAX cinema. After a busy day at the Trafford centre, we
depart for home late afternoon.
MARRIOTT VICTORIA & ALBERT
HOTEL HHHH
The Grade II listed marriott Victoria &
Albert is situated in the heart of
manchester city centre, near famous
attractions and just a short walk from
Deansgate and the Arndale centre. Facilities include the Riverside
Restaurant and the V&A lounge & Bar, all bedrooms feature soundproofed
windows, satellite television & Wi-Fi, room safe, hairdryer, iron & board, plus
tea & coffee making facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Overnight accommodation with breakfast

INCLUSIONS
4 Overnight accommodation with breakfast

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Sunday 01 December

2 days

£79

Sunday 12 January

2 days

£59

Sunday 05 January

2 days

£59

Sunday 09 February

2 days

£69

Sunday 09 February

2 days

£69

Supplement: Single Room £20
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Take advantage of this great value overnight break to Manchester,
one of the UK’s most popular city break destinations with fantastic
entertainment venues, theatres, museums, galleries, restaurants and
bars. For shopping Manchester has a great mix of high-street chains,
exclusive fashion and designer stores and individual traders, and we
have also included a visit to the Trafford Centre, where you can really
‘shop till you drop’!

Supplement: Single Room £30

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

WE EKEND BR EAK S

cHESHIRE lUXURY BREAK
Enjoy an overnight stay at the luxury 4-star Carden Park Hotel, set at
the end of a mile-long drive amongst 1000 acres of delightful
Cheshire countryside. Located near Chester, Carden Park has been a
significant Cheshire Estate since the 17th century and following major
transformation is now a hotel, golf resort and spa. Enjoy some time in
Chester for shopping or sightseeing, plus a visit to Shrewsbury, one of
England’s finest medieval market towns, with is timber-framed black
and white buildings.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to the city of chester where you will have some free
time to explore, maybe indulge in some retail therapy at the Grosvenor
centre, or simply stroll around the medieval streets. chester is home to
the unique 13th century rows, half-timbered galleried shops, the famous
Eastgate clock, the largest Roman amphitheatre in Britain plus a glorious
cathedral. We leave chester in the afternoon and travel on to the carden
Park Hotel where there will be some free time to relax and maybe enjoy
the hotel’s excellent facilities before an included dinner.
Day Two: After breakfast we head to Shrewsbury, one of England's finest
medieval market towns. The town centre is packed with timber-framed
black & white buildings and narrow streets, plus over 600 listed buildings
including the castle, which is now a regimental museum. The historic
centre is a shopper's heaven packed with designer shops, malls and a
great range of independent retailers. Enjoy lunch in one of the many cafe's
and restaurants, or perhaps a stroll through the beautiful Quarry Park.
DE VERE CARDEN PARK HHHH
The four star carden Park offers excellent
facilities including two 18 hole golf
courses, the carden library, morgans Bar
and a tea & coffee lounge. In addition
there is an indoor swimming pool, treatment areas and spa which includes
steam rooms, saunas, monsoon showers and relaxation rooms. All bedrooms
feature bath and power shower, satellite TV, telephone, free Wi-Fi, hairdryer,
iron & board plus hospitality tray. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Overnight accommodation with dinner and breakfast
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Sunday 10 November

2 days

£99

Sunday 02 February

2 days

£89

Sunday 15 March

2 days

£99

Supplement: Single Room £50

cHElTENHAm & GlOUcESTER
The delightful Regency town of Cheltenham is renowned for its stylish
shopping, colourful parks, floral displays and of course horse racing.
Located on the western edge of the Cotswolds, Cheltenham has many
attractions including its wide tree lined avenues and colourful
gardens, fine Regency buildings, art galleries and museums. Opened
in 1825, Pittville Park is the largest ornamental park in Cheltenham
and features the magnificent Pump Room and lakes.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel south to Gloucestershire for a visit to cheltenham and
explore the delights of England's most complete Regency town,
characterised by intricate ironwork balconies and painted facades that line
the historic promenade, squares and terraces. cheltenham is famous for
its architecture and is home to numerous listed buildings, including the
magnificent town hall which was built back in 1902.
Day Two: This morning we visit the city of Gloucester, Britain’s most
inland port. Attractions here include the city’s fine medieval cathedral
which was used in the filming of various Harry Potter films, plus the
historic docks development with its original Victorian warehouses, now
home to museums, arts, crafts and antique centres. We depart in the
afternoon and commence our homeward journey.
HILTON DOUBLETREE
CHELTENHAM HHHH
The four star Hilton Doubletree
cheltenham is a Georgian style
manor House set in beautiful
gardens overlooking the lilley
Brook golf course on the outskirts of the town. Facilities include a restaurant,
bar and lounge, plus swimming pool, whirlpool, sauna, steam room and gym.
All bedrooms feature flat screen TV, Wi-Fi, room safe, iron & board, plus tea
and coffee tray. Please note the hotel does not have a lift.
INCLUSIONS
4 Overnight accommodation with dinner and breakfast
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Sunday 29 March

2 days

£89

Supplement: Single Room £20

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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WEE KE ND BRE AK S

TUTANKHAmUN
lONDON cITY BREAK
One of the world’s greatest cities with numerous renowned attractions
such as the "Changing of the Guard", Big Ben & the Houses of
Parliament, St Paul's Cathedral, Trafalgar Square, Piccadilly Circus and
the Tower of London to name but a few. The glittering spike of the
Shard towers 306 metres above London's streets and is now the city's
most iconic modern landmark. London’s theatres, museums and art
galleries are some of the finest in the world and there is no better
place for shopping with so many famous department stores to explore.
ITINERARY
Day One: An early departure for our journey south to london arriving in
the city during the afternoon. The rest of the day is then free for you to
commence exploring.
Day Two: At leisure to enjoy the capital. Perhaps visit the superb
museums or the Tower of london, see the stars at madame Tussauds; take
a Thames river cruise or a flight on the london Eye. One of the city’s prime
attractions is the Shard where you can experience spectacular views of
England’s capital city from the open-air Sky-Deck at the top of the 95storey sky-scraper.
Day Three: Following breakfast enjoy some further free time and maybe
some last-minute shopping in the famous department stores. We depart
early afternoon and commence our homeward journey.
HILTON LONDON OLYMPIA HHHH
Situated on Kensington High Street
within easy access of central
london. Facilities include a
restaurant, bar and coffee shop plus
a fitness room. Bedrooms feature
satellite television, hairdryer, iron & board and tea & coffee making facilities.
lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with breakfast

ITINERARY
Day One: We travel south to the outskirts of Reading and commence our
stay at the four star Hilton Reading Hotel. After checking in to your room
enjoy some time to relax and maybe make use of the hotel leisure
facilities before evening dinner.
Day Two: This morning we head into london for the highlight of the
weekend – the incredible Tutankhamun: Treasures of The Golden Pharaoh
Exhibition at The Saatchi Gallery in chelsea. This installation will be the
final time to see the exhibition before the artefacts return to cairo
forever, allowing an unique opportunity to journey with Tutankhamun
through the afterlife and experience the magic and mystery of Ancient
Egypt. We will also have some free time in the bustling city of london for
shopping or sightseeing.
Day Three: Following breakfast we check out of the hotel and travel to
historic Oxford. A city renowned the world over for its prestigious
universities and as the home of some of the world’s most famous
buildings. We depart mid-afternoon and commence our homeward journey.
HILTON READING HHHH
The contemporary four star Hilton hotel is
situated on the outskirts of Reading.
All bedrooms feature air conditioning, television,
Wi-Fi, telephone, mini bar and tea & coffee
making facilities. The hotel also features a restaurant and bar plus a leisure
club with indoor swimming pool, sauna, steam room and gym. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Admission to The Tutankhamun Exhibition at The Saatchi Gallery

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 01 November

3 days

£169

Thursday 02 January

3 days

£129

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 24 January

3 days

£139

Saturday 15 February

3 days

£199

Friday 14 February

3 days

£139

Saturday 04 April

3 days

£199

Supplement: Single Room £80 (Jan & Feb) £100 (Nov)
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In celebration of the 100-year anniversary of the tomb discovery, the
boy king's priceless tomb artefacts will visit London while a new
permanent resting place for the treasures is constructed at the Grand
Egyptian Museum in Cairo. TUTANKHAMUN: Treasures of the Golden
Pharaoh will feature over 150 stunning authentic tomb objects, 60 on
display outside Egypt for the first time, showcasing the spectacular
artistry of the boy king's 3,300-year-old treasure and will dazzle
audiences of all ages. This is an absolute must-see cultural event and
final opportunity to experience the magic and mystery of
Tutankhamun before his treasures return to Egypt forever.

Supplement: Single Room £50

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

WE EKEND BR EAK S

DRINKS
PACKAGE

GlOUcESTER, BATH &
THE cOTSWOlDS
Unwind on a relaxing weekend in the captivating Cotswolds, an ideal
destination for a short break with its picturesque villages and gentle
rolling hills. Justly designated as an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty, the regions cities and villages are a delight to explore. We’ll
visit charming Bourton-on-the-Water, spend a day in the magnificent
city of Bath which features some of the most stunning architecture in
Europe, and explore Gloucester, Britain’s most inland port boasting
over 2000 years of history.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel south to the cotswolds for a visit to Bourton-on-theWater, known as the ‘Venice of the cotswolds’ with beautiful bridges
crossing the tranquil River Windrush, and regarded as one of the prettiest
villages in England. We then continue to Swindon where we commence
our two night stay at the Doubletree Hotel.
Day Two: A full day visit to the wonderful Georgian city of Bath, one of
England’s most beautiful small cities. With its fascinating history, iconic
attractions and architecture, galleries and museums plus numerous shops,
pubs and restaurants to enjoy, Bath certainly makes for a great day out.
Day Three: We head to the city of Gloucester where attractions include
the medieval cathedral plus the historic docks development with its
Victorian warehouses, now home to museums, arts, crafts and antiques
centres. We depart in the early afternoon and commence our homeward
journey.
HILTON DOUBLETREE
SWINDON HHHH
Situated on the outskirts of
Swindon, the hotel features
complimentary Wi-Fi, a brasserie
and bar plus a fitness room.
Bedrooms are equipped with airconditioning, black-out curtains, lcD TV, iron & board, hairdryer and tea &
coffee making facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 50% off selected drinks between 6pm & 9pm each night
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 31 January

3 days

£159

Supplement: Single Room £110

EDINBURGH cITY BREAK
Nestled amid the gently rolling hills of the Lothians, Scotland's capital
is a wonderfully atmospheric city of extraordinary variety, a yearround treat that lives up to its reputation as one of the most beautiful
and cosmopolitan cities in the world. With an incredible array of sights
and attractions coupled with a tantalising mix of medieval and
modern, Edinburgh is one of the top UK city break destinations.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel north through the scenic Border Region to Edinburgh
where we commence our stay at the Hilton Edinburgh carlton Hotel. Free
time then follows to explore the city’s abundance of world-class
attractions, restaurants and entertainment venues.
Day Two: Enjoy a day at leisure to explore the city. Dominating the skyline
is majestic Edinburgh castle, an ancient fortress perched atop a volcanic
crag with spectacular panoramic views of the city and beyond. The
National museum of Scotland houses some 10,000 of Scotland’s most
precious artefacts, and for shopping enthusiasts Princess Street is home
to a number of department stores. The historic Royal mile is truly bustling
and is home to the Scotch Whisky Experience amongst many other
attractions.
Day Three: A further morning at leisure in Edinburgh before we depart in
the early afternoon and commence our homeward journey.
HILTON EDINBURGH CARLTON HHHH
Ideally situated in the heart of the city
overlooking the Royal mile. Hotel
facilities include complimentary Wi-Fi,
a stylish cocktail bar and modern
brasserie. Bedrooms feature TV, safe,
hairdryer, iron & board plus tea & coffee facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with breakfast
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Thursday 12 December*

3 days

£219

Friday 21 February

3 days

£149

Friday 27 March

3 days

£159

Supplement: Single Room £40
*Edinburgh christmas market departure

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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WEE KE ND BRE AK S

YORK cITY BREAK
lINcOlN & THE PEAK DISTRIcT
Savour the delights of tranquil Lincolnshire, a land where gentle
landscapes meet meandering rivers, and ancient church spires pierce
the skyline. Our base is the historic city of Lincoln, offering an
experience rich in history combined with great arts and culture. We
will also discover some of the finest scenery in the Peak District and
explore the popular spa town of Buxton.
ITINERARY
Day One: Our outward journey will take us via the dramatic scenery of the
Snake Pass to castleton, an outstandingly pretty village situated at the
head of the Vale of Hope. Surrounded by hillsides and overlooked by mam
Tor (the shivering mountain) and the ancient Peveril castle, the village is
renowned for its show caves. We then continue to our hotel in lincoln
where the remainder of the afternoon is at leisure.
Day Two: Enjoy a full day at leisure to relax and discover lincoln at your
own pace. Ringed by historic gates, this beautiful city's old centre is a
tangle of cobbled medieval streets surrounding a colossal 12th-century
cathedral. Bursting with rich history, vibrant culture and stunning
architecture, the city is a true delight to explore.
Day Three: We head into the Peak District and visit Buxton, the capital of
the High Peak with its delightful Pavilion Gardens, magnificent
architecture and famous spa waters that flow from a well in front of the
famous crescent. From here we continue on home to North Wales via the
cat & Fiddle Pass.
HILTON DOUBLETREE LINCOLN HHHH
Overlooking the Brayford marina the
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel enjoys tranquil
waterfront views in a convenient location
at the heart of the medieval city. Facilities
include a roof-top restaurant and bar plus
a fitness centre. Bedroom amenities
include lED TV, Wi-Fi, hairdryer and tea &
coffee facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Sunday 08 March

3 days

£169

Supplement: Single Room £40
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Enjoy a city break to the magnificent city of York, one of the most
popular city break destinations in the country with over 2000 years of
history packed into its compact space. Stroll around the delightful old
cobbled streets with their half timbered houses and marvel at the
Gothic masterpiece of York Minster, the largest Gothic cathedral in
Nortern Europe. The museums are excellent and there is a
fantastically varied shopping area, you’ll find it no wonder that York
has been labelled as England’s finest historic city.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel across the Pennines into Yorkshire and on to the
medieval city of York where we check in to the Queens Hotel.
Day Two: A full day in the city to explore the numerous attractions.
Perhaps take a sightseeing tour on an open top bus or a boat trip on the
River Ouse, visit the world famous York minster, take a walk on the
famous city walls and explore the “Shambles” with its ancient leaning
buildings, one of Europe’s best preserved medieval streets. See the
excellent castle museum with its Victorian street and the superb Railway
museum housing a collection of over 100 locomotives.
Day Three: A further morning at leisure in York, we depart in the early
afternoon and commence our homeward journey.
Optional excursion to Harrogate available on 4 day tour
QUEENS HOTEL HH
The popular Queens Hotel is
ideally situated in the centre of the
city on the banks of the River
Ouse. Facilities include the Royal
Brasserie Restaurant and Riverside
bar, all bedrooms feature freeview
TV, Wi-Fi, telephone, tea & coffee facilities and hairdryer. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 04 November

4 days

£199

Friday 03 January

3 days

£129

Friday 24 January

3 days

£129

Friday 21 February

3 days

£139

Supplement: Single Room £25 per night / River View Room £10
per room per night

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

WE EKEND BR EAK S

lONDON, OXFORD & WINDSOR

cARDIFF cITY BREAK
The cosmopolitan capital of Wales has an abundance of attractions
including its fairy-tale castle and the famous Millennium Stadium, plus
acres of lush parkland and first class shopping opportunities. The
attractive Cardiff Bay waterfront area with its old wharfs, new piers
and glass fronted restaurants is home to the impressive Welsh
Assembly buildings and the iconic Millennium Centre. Innovative
architecture sits alongside historic buildings and with a rich cultural
and sporting heritage this vibrant city is the perfect place for a short
break.
HILTON CARDIFF HHHH
The four star Hilton cardiff is conveniently
situated in the heart of the capital. Facilities
include a restaurant and two bar areas plus a
leisure club with swimming pool, jacuzzi,
sauna, steam room and gym. All bedrooms
feature air conditioning, TV, telephone, iron and board, hairdryer and tea &
coffee making facilities. lift to all floors.
HOLIDAY INN CITY CENTRE HHHH
The four star Holiday Inn is conveniently
located in the city centre between the
millennium Stadium and cardiff castle.
Facilities include the Junction Restaurant and
bar, plus the callaghan’s Sports Bar. All
bedrooms feature air-conditioning, TV, telephone, iron & board, plus tea &
coffee tray. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two / Three nights accommodation with breakfast
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 01 Nov (Hilton)

3 days

£149

Friday 08 Nov (Holiday Inn)

3 days

£139

Friday 29 Nov (Hilton)

3 days

£149

Sunday 15 Dec (Hilton)

3 days

£149

On this long weekend break you will have the opportunity to explore
some of England’s most famous destinations. We include a visit to
London, without doubt one of the world’s greatest cities with
numerous renowned attractions. We also visit the city of Oxford with
its delightful mix of ancient and modern, historic buildings, colleges
and museums, plus historic Windsor.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel south to Stratford-upon-Avon, the birthplace of
William Shakespeare set on the banks of the river Avon, one of the
most popular tourist destinations in the UK. We depart mid-afternoon
and continue to the Hilton Reading Hotel where we stay for the next
three nights.
Day Two: Today we visit Windsor with its magnificent castle that has
been a Royal Palace and fortress for over 900 years. You will have
plenty of opportunity to explore the castle and grounds, or maybe take
a sightseeing tour on an open top bus or a relaxing cruise on the
River Thames.
Day Three: Enjoy a day in the capital city of london. Perhaps visit the
superb museums, the Tower of london, or maybe a sightseeing tour on an
open top bus, a Thames river cruise, or a ride on the london Eye. One of
the city’s top attractions is the Shard where you can experience superb
views of England’s capital city from the open-air Sky-Deck at the top of
the 95-storey sky-scraper.
Day Four: We check out this morning and travel to the historic city of
Oxford whose dreaming spires and riverside setting are part of the city’s
unique charm. Oxford is renowned the world over for its universities, its
place in history and as the home of some of the world’s most famous
buildings. We depart mid-afternoon and commence our homeward journey.
HILTON READING HOTEL HHHH
A nice contemporary hotel situated on the
outskirts of Reading. Facilities at the hotel
include a restaurant and bar plus a leisure club
with indoor swimming pool, sauna, steam room
and gym. All bedrooms feature air conditioning, TV, internet access,
telephone, hairdryer and tea & coffee facilities. lift to all floors.

Friday 03 Jan (Hilton)

3 days

£139

Friday 10 Jan (Holiday Inn)

3 days

£129

Friday 07 Feb (Hilton)

3 days

£149

Monday 17 Feb (Holiday Inn)

4 days

£199

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 20 Mar (Hilton)

3 days

£169

Thursday 16 January

4 days

£189

Thursday 27 February

4 days

£199

Supplements: Hilton – Single Room £25 per night
Holiday Inn – Single Room (3 day £40) (4 day £50)

INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast

Supplement: Single Room £90

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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WORcESTER cHRISTmAS mARKET
First established in 1992, Worcester’s Christmas Market has stayed
true to its traditional roots with Victorian themed characters, festive
treats and a wonderful atmosphere. Featuring an array of stalls
scattered across the city centre selling local arts and crafts, delicious
food and gifts, it’s the ideal place to kick-start your Christmas and
source some unique gifts. Our base for this overnight break is the
beautiful riverside town of Stratford-upon-Avon.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to Worcester, a charming cathedral city with
interesting architecture and a fascinating history. Here, the sights, smells
and sounds of christmas come alive at the christmas market. With stalls
selling delightful festive goodies and local produce, entertainers and
musicians, a carousel and fun fair plus plenty of tasty treats and a
Victorian themed bar, there really is something for everyone. There will be
ample time to enjoy the festivities and sample the christmas market
before we continue to our hotel in Stratford during the early evening.
Day Two: Enjoy some time at leisure to explore the picturesque town of
Stratford-upon-Avon. meander through the quaint streets lined with
beautifully preserved half-timbered buildings, pick up some stocking fillers
in the unique choice of shops, or take a refreshing walk along the River
Avon. No visit to Stratford would be complete without discovering
Shakespeare's Family Homes, and when it’s time for a bite to eat, there is
an amazing choice of restaurants, bars, coffee shops and tearooms. We
depart during the afternoon and commence our journey home.
HILTON DOUBLETREE
STRATFORD HHHH
A stylish hotel set in the
heart of historic Stratfordupon-Avon. Facilities
include the Quills
Restaurant and a bar.
Bedrooms are equipped with air-conditioning, plasma TV, free Wi-Fi, a fridge
and tea & coffee facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Overnight accommodation with breakfast

ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to Oxford where the city of dreaming spires will be
filled with festive joy as the Oxford christmas market returns to the heart
of the city; a magical experience with choirs singing christmas carols,
market traders offering unusual and handmade gifts, colourful decorations
and the aroma of mulled wine drifting in the air. We depart late afternoon
and continue to our hotel where we have an included evening meal.
Day Two: Today we visit the Warner Bros. studios at leavesden where
the film sets will be given a festive makeover for the annual Hogwarts
in The Snow feature. On this unforgettable three-hour tour, you will be
transported to a magical world filled with special effects, stunning
costumes, iconic props, spellbinding creatures and countless surprises.
We depart mid-afternoon and commence our homeward journey.
CROWNE PLAZA HEATHROW HHHH
Facilities include a brasserie, bar and
Irish pub, plus swimming pool, sauna and
whirlpool. All bedrooms feature satellite
TV, hairdryer, safe, iron & board and tea
& coffee facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Overnight accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Admission to the Warner Bros. Studio Tour
DEPARTURE

DAYS

ADULT

CHILD

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Saturday 07 December

2 days

£159

£139

Thursday 28 November

2 days

£109

Supplement: Single Room £30
child rate applies up to 15 years when sharing with two adults

Supplement: Single Room £50
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HOGWARTS IN THE SNOW
Celebrate a very magical festive season with Hogwarts in the Snow at
Warner Bros. Studio Tour London. The festive makeover will see some
of the tour’s most popular and magnificent displays dressed for the
season, Christmas trees lining the Great Hall and a blanket of
filmmaking snow covering the majestic Hogwarts Castle model. Get up
close to some of the most iconic props and costumes in the movies,
discover famous sets and touch samples of the different types of
glistening ‘snow’ used during production.

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk
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GlOW AT WISlEY GARDENS &
WINDSOR cASTlE

KEW cHRISTmAS lIGHTS &
lONDON
Take an enchanting journey into a glittering wonderland this
Christmas at world-renowned Kew Royal Botanical Gardens. Every
winter the gardens transform into a spellbinding explosion of festive
colour with live performances, immersive installations and spectacular
displays comprising over one million lights. We’ll also spend a day in
fabulous London where you will be spoilt for choice when it comes to
things to see and do.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel south via the motorway network and check-in to the
Hilton Reading Hotel. There will be a short spell of time to freshen up
before we head to Kew Gardens for the captivating christmas lights Trail.
There will be a brand-new route for 2019 with showstopping lights,
hypnotic animations, and mesmerising displays with specially curated
soundtracks. After experiencing this must-do event, we’ll return to our
hotel for dinner.
Day Two: Today we travel into bustling london where the day will be at
leisure. As christmas approaches the city takes on a magical air with
fabulous decorations adorning the streets and squares, and there is
certainly no shortage of sights and attractions to discover. There is an
immense range of shopping opportunities, or you may prefer to enjoy a
walk through one of the tranquil parks then treat yourself to lunch in one
of the superb restaurants.
Day Three: We depart the hotel and commence our homeward journey.
While en-route we’ll stop for lunch and a brief look around in historic
Shrewsbury, then continue on home.
HILTON READING HHHH
The contemporary four star Hilton hotel is
situated on the outskirts of Reading.
All bedrooms feature air conditioning, television,
Wi-Fi, telephone, mini bar and tea & coffee
making facilities. The hotel also features a restaurant and bar plus a leisure
club with indoor swimming pool, sauna, steam room and gym. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Admission to Kew Gardens
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 22 November

3 days

£179

Supplement: Single Room £50

Enjoy the wonderful festive ambiance at RHS Wisley Garden’s
fantastical Christmas Glow event. Following a twinkling trail around
the garden, you’ll discover larger-than-life botanical illuminations
with atmospheric music enhancing the enchanting visual displays.
The route will also take in a number of Wisley’s highlights including
the magnificent Glasshouse bathed in vivid colours. We’ll also visit
charming Oxford in addition to Windsor where admission to the
splendid castle is included.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel south and call at Oxford for the christmas market.
Surrounded by the historical University buildings, the market is a
wonderful experience with a lovely festive atmosphere. We then continue
to the Hilton Reading Hotel where dinner is included this evening.
Day Two: We head to Windsor where admission to the majestic castle is
included. Founded by William the conqueror, the castle is The Queen's
favourite weekend home and will be beautifully adorned for christmas.
After some time to explore and enjoy a bite to eat we’ll make our way to
Wisley Garden for the captivating festive light installation. This popular
event offers an unique opportunity to explore the garden after dark and
see some of its most iconic features in a whole new light.
Day Three: After breakfast we check-out and travel to Stratford, a historic
town synonymous with William Shakespeare. Here we’ll have some free
time to enjoy the Victorian christmas market; a themed event with stall
holders dressed in Victorian outfits, a traditional fun fair and entertainment
throughout the town. We’ll then continue our homeward journey.
HILTON READING HHHH
The contemporary four star Hilton hotel is
situated on the outskirts of Reading.
All bedrooms feature air conditioning, television,
Wi-Fi, telephone, mini bar and tea & coffee
making facilities. The hotel also features a restaurant and bar plus a leisure
club with indoor swimming pool, sauna, steam room and gym. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with breakfast
4 Dinner on first evening
4 Admission to Windsor castle
4 Admission to Glow at Wisley Garden
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 06 December

3 days

£199

Supplement: Single Room £50

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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GRASSINGTON DIcKENSIAN
FESTIVAl & SKIPTON cHRISTmAS
mARKET
Unwind on a festive weekend break based in Leeds where the
Millennium Square will be transformed into a winter wonderland by
the excellent Christmas Market. Our hotel is conveniently located in
the city centre and there will be plenty of free time to explore and
enjoy the festivities. We’ll also visit the picturesque village of
Grassington in the Yorkshire Dales for the Dickensian Festival &
Christmas Market, in addition to taking in Skipton’s award-winning
Christmas Market, a popular event which brings an enchanting
Christmassy feel to this historic market town.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to leeds and check-in to the Jurys Inn Hotel in vibrant
Brewery Wharf. The remainder of the day is at leisure to explore the city
and absorb the lovely festive atmosphere at the christmas market.
Day Two: Enjoy a leisurely morning before we head into the picturesque
Yorkshire Dales for a visit to the Dickensian Festival in the pretty town of
Grassington. Here the quaint cobbled streets will be transported back to
the time of Dickens with Victorian street entertainers, choirs and carol
singers plus plenty of christmas shopping opportunities at the many
festive stalls brimming with gift ideas.
Day Three: This morning we check-out and travel to Skipton, a friendly
market town known as the ‘Gateway to the Dales’, famous for its 900 year
old castle and nostalgic cobbled streets. Skipton’s christmas market will be
in full flow during our visit with over 100 stalls plus live music and festive
entertainment. Grab a cup of mulled wine, browse for unique stocking
fillers and soak up the wonderful atmosphere. We’ll depart during the
early afternoon and continue our journey home.
JURYS INN LEEDS HHHH
A contemporary hotel ideally located in
Brewery Wharf in the heart of the city
centre. Amenities include a bar and
restaurant, coffee shop plus a gym.
Bedrooms feature Wi-Fi, TV and tea &
coffee making facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with breakfast

Brighten up winter and get into the festive spirit at Manchester’s
award-winning Christmas Markets. Grab a warming hot chocolate or a
mulled wine and soak up the atmosphere as you follow the
meandering market trail through the heart of the buzzing city centre.
There will be over 300 beautifully adorned stalls and chalets to
browse offering unique gifts, crafts, jewellery, toys and more.
Manchester itself is one of the UK’s most popular city break
destinations. Renowned for its legendary music scene, the city boasts
an excellent range of bars, restaurants and venues for a great night
out, plus a superb choice of high-street and designer shopping.
ITINERARY
Day One: We drive to manchester where the remainder of the day is at
leisure to browse for delicately crafted Yuletide gifts and sample the mouthwatering international food and drinks at the renowned christmas markets.
Day Two: Some further free time in the city to enjoy the christmas
markets. We depart for home in the late afternoon.
INNSIDE BY MELIA HHHH
A new four star hotel ideally located in
manchester’s First Street development.
Facilities include the Street on 1st bar,
lounge and terrace, plus a Wellness Suite
offering Finnish sauna, aromatic steam room, gym & relaxation area. All the
designer rooms feature a unique, open plan bathroom design with a super
powerful rain shower, flat screen satellite TV, Wi-Fi, hairdryer and minibar.
lift to all floors.
HOLIDAY INN MANCHESTER CITY
CENTRE HHHH
A modern and stylish hotel situated in the
heart of manchester, on the edge of the
trendy Northern Quarter. Amenities include
restaurant, lobby bar and fitness centre. All
bedrooms feature air-conditioning, satellite TV, Wi-Fi, iron & board, in-room
safe, hairdryer, plus tea & coffee facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Overnight accommodation with breakfast
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Saturday 23 November (Innside)

2 days

£109

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Saturday 23 November (Hol Inn)

2 days

£129

Friday 06 December

3 days

£189

Saturday 07 December (Hol Inn)

2 days

£129

Supplement: Single Room £40
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mANcHESTER cHRISTmAS
mARKETS

Supplement: Single Room £80

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

cHR IS Tm AS mA RKET S
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel south to Oxford for the christmas market. Surrounded
by the historical University buildings, the market is a wonderful
experience with choirs singing carols, colourful decorations brightening
wooden stalls and the aroma of mulled wine drifting in the air.
Day Two: Today commences with a visit to Bicester Village Designer
Outlet, home to leading fashion and lifestyle brands. There will be time at
leisure to pick up some stocking fillers before we travel to exquisite
Blenheim Palace which will be wonderfully transformed inside and out for
the festive season. The Great court will be turned into a market village
featuring 80 chalets selling hand-picked gifts and tempting treats, and as
night falls, you will be immersed into a magical winter wonderland as the
formal gardens are illuminated with a spectacular display of lights – a
wonderful sight not to be missed!
Day Three: Following breakfast we check-out and travel to Shugborough
mansion in Staffordshire which will be showing off its seasonal best. Be
delighted by themed decorations adorning the mansion, Servants'
Quarters and Park Farm House, and treat yourself to some warming
indulgences from the tea-room.

© Flickr – Andrew Stawarz

cHRISTmAS AT BlENHEIm PAlAcE
During the festive season, Oxfordshire’s breath-taking Blenheim
Palace is transformed into a magical winter wonderland with opulent
decorations adorning the State Rooms, and an enchanting Christmas
light trail illuminating the spectacular Capability Brown landscaped
Parkland during the evening. The palace will also host a wonderfully
festive Christmas Market with unique gifts and tasty treats on offer.

cHRISTmAS AT cHATSWORTH
HOUSE
Experience the magic of Christmas at Chatsworth House, one of
Britain's much-loved historic houses set on the River Derwent in the
sublime Peak District National Park. Each winter, Chatsworth brings
the spirit of Christmas to life with the grand rooms in the house
magically transformed for the festive season. The estate also holds a
Christmas Market which coupled with the idyllic backdrop of the
magnificent mansion is the perfect place to get into the festive sprit.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to Sheffield and the Jurys Inn Hotel, conveniently
located in the city centre. In the afternoon, unwind and soak up the
atmosphere of the christmas market, featuring over 50 wooden cabins
offering a great selection of christmas gifts and seasonal food and drink.
Day Two: Following breakfast we travel to chatsworth for a tour of the
house which will be magically transformed for christmas with the lower
floors all beautifully decorated. After the tour there will be free time to
explore the gift shops, stable yard and spectacular gardens. At the time of
our visit the popular christmas market is also being held where you can
browse around more than 100 stalls, enjoy a mulled wine and sample
some delicious food.
Day Three: We check-out and travel to the beautiful town of Bakewell for
the English christmas market with seasonal entertainment alongside
mouth-watering local produce, arts and crafts, gifts and more. After some
time to browse we’ll continue our homeward journey.

HILTON GARDEN INN ABINGDON
HHHH
A modernly appointed hotel situated
on the outskirts of Oxford. Amenities
include Wi-Fi, restaurant, bar and
fitness room. Bedrooms are airconditioned and feature flatscreen TV, safe, mini-fridge, hairdryer, iron &
board plus tea & coffee making facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Admission to Blenheim Palace
4 Admission to Shugborough mansion

INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with breakfast
4 Admission to chatsworth House

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 13 December

3 days

£239

Supplement: Single Room £50

JURYS INN SHEFFIELD HHHH
A stylish hotel conveniently located near
the popular Devonshire quarter. Facilities
include Wi-Fi plus a restaurant and bar.
Bedrooms are equipped with airconditioning, flat-screen TV, hairdryer
plus tea & coffee making facilities. lift to
all floors.

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 22 November

3 days

£179

Supplement: Single Room £80

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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BRISTOl, BATH & cIRENcESTER
cHRISTmAS mARKETS
lONGlEAT FESTIVAl OF lIGHT
The annual Longleat Festival of Light is an extraordinary spectacle
with hundreds of breath-taking, illuminated lanterns transforming the
world-famous estate into a glowing winter wonderland. The event
features an exciting new theme every year and showcases a stunning
collection of displays and designs including temples and dragons as
well as some of the Safari Park's animals.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel south to Bristol where there will be some free time to
explore before we check in to the four star Holiday Inn hotel, located on
the outskirts of the city.

ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to the enchanting cotswolds for a visit to the
charming Roman town of cirencester. Here you can enjoy some free time
to explore the christmas markets, set to the idyllic backdrop of the town’s
christmas tree and lights with live entertainment, high quality crafts and
produce, and some fantastic street food.

Day Two: We spend the day at the magnificent longleat Estate and Safari
Park at Warminster where you can enjoy incredibly close encounters with
some of the world’s most amazing animals and uncover the treasures of
historic longleat House. As darkness falls, the park is transformed into a
magical winter wonderland by incredible illuminated displays set within
over 30 acres of splendid 'capability' Brown landscaped grounds.

Day Two: Following breakfast we make our way to Bath for the awardwinning christmas market with twinkling chalets spread out across the
picturesque Georgian streets. You’ll find an excellent selection of unique
decorations, locally sourced gifts and products, plus a great choice of tasty
food. Regularly voted as one of the most popular christmas markets in the
UK, it’s a truly memorable day out in a stunning setting.

Day Three: This morning we check out and travel to the nearby
Gloucester Quays christmas market. Nestled around an ice rink in Orchard
Square, the market features live entertainment alongside traditional
chalets selling high quality food, drink and unique festive gifts that you
won’t find on the high street. We depart mid-afternoon and commence our
homeward journey.

Day Three: Today there will be an opportunity to explore Bristol and enjoy
the magical atmosphere of the christmas market, full of unique gift ideas
such as original homemade crafts and food and drink from around the
globe. You could also take a sightseeing cruise around the harbour, visit
Brunel’s SS Great Britain, or wander through the narrow cobbled streets of
Bristol's original old town. During the afternoon we’ll commence our
homeward journey.

HOLIDAY INN BRISTOL FILTON HHHH
The Holiday Inn Bristol Filton is situated
just a short drive from Bristol city centre.
Facilities include two restaurants, bar and
lounge, plus indoor pool, sauna and
gymnasium. Bedrooms feature airconditioning, TV, Wi-Fi, hairdryer,
telephone plus tea & coffee tray. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Admission to longleat House, the Safari Park and the Festival of light
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 15 November

3 days

£239

Supplement: Single Room £60
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The festive season is a wonderful time of year to visit the Cotswolds
where the captivating towns and villages are illuminated with pretty
twinkling lights. The region offers an abundance of festive charm and
features some glorious Christmas Markets where you can really get
into the Christmas spirit. Based in Bristol, this weekend break features
opportunities to visit Bath and Cirencester Christmas Markets, plus
time at leisure to enjoy the wonderfully festive ambiance in Bristol.

HILTON GARDEN INN BRISTOL HHHH
centrally located overlooking Bristol’s
Temple Gardens and within walking
distance of many attractions. Amenities
include a lounge bar, restaurant and
terrace. Bedrooms feature contemporary
décor with walk in shower, air-conditioning, flat screen TV, fridge, hairdryer,
safe and tea & coffee making facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with breakfast.
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 06 December

3 days

£189

Supplement: Single Room £60

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk
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lUDlOW cHRISTmAS FAYRE &
BIRmINGHAm FRANKFURT mARKET
BIRmINGHAm cHRISTmAS mARKET & Celebrate
start of the Christmas season at Ludlow’s Medieval
BlISTS HIll VIcTORIAN cHRISTmAS Christmas the
Fayre held in the stunning setting of Ludlow Castle.
Every winter, Birmingham comes alive with the arrival of the Frankfurt
Christmas Market; the largest authentic German Christmas market
outside of Germany or Austria, offering a large range of traditional
goods and gifts plus a great selection of tempting food and drink. This
festive weekend getaway also features a visit to the Ironbridge Gorge
Museums, the birthplace of the Industrial Revolution, where you can
experience a traditional Victorian Christmas at the Blists Hill Village.
ITINERARY
Day One: We head to Shrewsbury, the birthplace of charles Darwin and
home to a delightful mixture of quaint medieval streets and characterful
black and white half-timbered houses. We’ll have some free time to
explore the town’s attractions and enjoy a leisurely lunch before we
depart during the mid-afternoon and continue to our hotel in Telford.
Day Two: Today, we soak up the fabulously festive atmosphere at
Birmingham’s Frankfurt christmas market. With twinkling lights, traditional
wooden chalets selling unique christmas gifts, street entertainers,
fairground attractions and the aroma of hot mulled wine drifting in the air,
it’s the perfect way to get into the festive spirit.
Day Three: Following breakfast, we check-out and travel to the Blists Hill
museum near Ironbridge where the town will be decorated for christmas.
Soak up the Yuletide atmosphere with carol singers and brass bands, hear
about Victorian christmas traditions, shop for unusual gifts and revel in
festive celebrations, 1800’s style! We depart in the afternoon and
continue our journey home.
THE TELFORD CENTRE HOTEL HHH
Ideally located in the heart of Shropshire, the
Telford centre Hotel features a bar & grill, a
lobby bar, plus a leisure club with swimming
pool, sauna and steam room. Bedroom
amenities include TV, Wi-Fi, hairdryer,
telephone and tea & coffee tray. lift available.

ITINERARY
Day One: We make our way to ludlow where there will be free time to
enjoy the christmas Fayre; a delightful event with a medieval flavour.
Browse the stalls for unique gifts and tasty treats, grab a warming mulled
wine or spiced cider, and enjoy the diverse range of entertainment
including live music, jesters, juggling and swashbuckling sword fights by
heroic knights. In the evening, we’ll continue to our hotel in Telford.
Day Two: We travel into Birmingham and spend the day at the fabulously
festive Frankfurt christmas market. The popular event brings a wonderful
atmosphere to the city with sparkling lights, wooden chalets, street
entertainers, fairground rides and a selection of tempting food and drink.
Day Three: After a leisurely breakfast we depart the hotel and travel to
chester where you can enjoy the christmas market featuring over 70
traditional wooden chalets situated in the heart of chester, all wrapped
around a sparkling christmas tree. There will be an abundance of festive
treats and gifts on offer and don't forget to sample the delicious hot food
and drink, including tasty mulled wine and hot chocolate; the perfect way
to keep warm whilst enjoying the market.
TELFORD HOTEL & GOLF RESORT HHHH
located within its own grounds overlooking
Ironbridge Gorge. Having recently undergone
a substantial renovation, the hotel features
Wi-Fi throughout, a restaurant and bar, spa,
gym and swimming pool, plus an 18-hole golf
course. Bedrooms are equipped with satellite TV, hairdryer and tea & coffee
making facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with breakfast
4 Dinner on second evening
4 Admission to the ludlow christmas Fayre

INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Admission to Blists Hill Victorian christmas
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 13 December

3 days

£189

Supplement: Single Room £50

Featuring stalls selling seasonal gifts, crafts, food and drink plus a
fantastic range of entertainment, it’s the ideal chance to get your
Christmas off to a cracking start. We’ll also spend a day at Birmingham’s
superb Frankfurt Christmas Market.

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Saturday 23 November

3 days

£199

Supplement: Single Room £50

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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HARROGATE & lEEDS cHRISTmAS
mARKETS
Get yourself into the festive spirit on this short break and enjoy the
wonderful merry atmosphere at two of Yorkshire’s finest Christmas
Markets – the Christkindelmarkt in Leeds which creates a unique
continental atmosphere in the heart of the city, and the Harrogate
Christmas Market, now recognised as one of the best in the UK. Also
included is a visit to the award-winning Manchester Christmas Markets.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to leeds where the remainder of the day is at leisure
to commence exploring the ever-popular christkindelmarkt German
christmas market. The family-friendly market transforms the millennium
Square into a festive wonderland and boasts over 40 traditionally
decorated wooden chalet stalls featuring handcrafted toys, jewellery,
festive decorations and authentic German delicacies.
Day Two: Enjoy a morning at leisure in leeds before we travel to the
Harrogate christmas market. Held in the historic montpellier Quarter of the
town centre, the festive market showcases high quality local products
with a broad selection of gifts and treats from regional producers.
Featuring over 100 stalls, fun fair rides, live music and not forgetting
Santa's Grotto and real reindeer, it’s the perfect place to get your
christmas off to a cracking start!
Day Three: Following breakfast we check out of the hotel and travel to
manchester’s award-winning christmas markets, offering mouth-watering
international food, drinks and delicately crafted Yuletide gifts in the heart
of this buzzing city. Soak up the atmosphere and follow the market trail as
it meanders through the city centre, tempting you with gifts, crafts,
jewellery and much more.
JURYS INN LEEDS HHHH
A modern contemporary hotel ideally located in
Brewery Wharf in the heart of the city centre.
Amenities include a bar, restaurant and costa
coffee shop. All bedrooms feature Wi-Fi, TV
with Freeview and tea & coffee making
facilities. lift to all floors.
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Get set for Christmas and experience two of the North East’s best
Christmas Markets on a hassle-free short break. Enjoy a visit to
Durham’s award-winning Christmas Festival featuring a wide range of
entertainment in and around the World Heritage Site of the Cathedral
and Castle. We’ll also spend a day in Newcastle where in addition to
the bustling International Christmas Market you will find many toprated attractions.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to Durham where there will be time at leisure to
unwind and browse the atmospheric christmas Festival. combining
excellent shopping with a fabulous range of seasonal entertainment,
tasty local delicacies and a sprinkling of festive cheer, it’s the perfect way
to prepare for all the fun of christmas. During the evening we’ll continue
to our hotel in Sunderland and check-in.
Day Two: We travel into Newcastle where the day will be at leisure to
explore the city sights and the fabulous International christmas market
which injects a blaze of colour, festive aromas and seasonal sounds into
the city centre. Grab a cup of mulled wine or a continental beer and take a
stroll around the beautiful wooden chalets packed full of unique christmas
gifts and delicious festive foods. After a day of exploring we’ll return to
the hotel where dinner is included this evening.
Day Three: After a leisurely breakfast we check-out and commence our
homeward journey.
HILTON GARDEN INN
SUNDERLAND HHHH
A modern hotel located next to the
Stadium of light, just a short distance
from Sunderland city centre. Facilities
include Wi-Fi, a small shop, a
restaurant and bar plus fitness centre. Bedrooms are air-conditioned and
feature lcD TV, iron & board and tea & coffee making facilities. lift available.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with breakfast
4 Dinner on second evening

INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with breakfast
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Thursday 14 November

3 days

£159

Supplement: Single Room £40

DURHAm & NEWcASTlE
cHRISTmAS mARKETS

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Saturday 30 November

3 days

£169

Supplement: Single Room £50

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

cHR IS Tm AS mA RKET S

lINcOlN cHRISTmAS mARKET
YORK ST NIcHOlAS FAYRE
The wonderful St Nicholas Fayre is the most popular event in York’s
Christmas Market calendar, offering everything from special gifts to
the very best of local produce, all in a magically festive atmosphere.
Featuring over 100 traditional style chalets with twinkling fairy-lights,
Victorian costumed traders, carol singers and delicious aromas of
roasted chestnuts and hot mulled wine, it’s the perfect way to set the
mood for the festive season!
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel across the Pennines into Yorkshire and on to the
medieval city of York where we check in to the Queens Hotel, conveniently
situated on the banks of the River Ouse in the heart of the city. The
remainder of the day is then free to commence exploring the excellent
city sights.
Day Two: Today we enjoy the annual St Nicholas Fayre, one of the most
popular events in the UK attracting thousands of visitors from all over the
country. Bursting with medieval character, the city really comes to life at
this time of year with unique stalls selling all types of festive decorations,
gifts and locally produced food and drinks. Stroll around the old cobbled
streets with their half timbered houses, marvel at the Gothic York minster
and perhaps explore the excellent museums.
Day Three: Further free time to soak up the wonderfully festive atmosphere
in the city and enjoy lunch at one of the numerous bars and restaurants. We
depart mid-afternoon and commence our homeward journey.
QUEENS HOTEL HH
The popular Queens Hotel is ideally
situated in the centre of the city on
the banks of the River Ouse.
Facilities include the Royal
Brasserie Restaurant and Riverside
bar, all bedrooms feature freeview
TV, Wi-Fi, telephone, tea & coffee facilities and hairdryer. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast

Approaching the city of Lincoln from any direction you cannot fail to
see the magnificent silhouette of the triple towered cathedral
stretching to the skies, a sight that has welcomed visitors for nearly a
thousand years. Lincoln Christmas Market is one of the oldest and
most popular markets around, scooping numerous awards. Over 250
market stalls line the streets around the city’s stunning gothic
Cathedral, whilst twinkling lights lead you through Castle Square to
Victorian themed traders selling a wide range of festive food and
drinks alongside handmade crafts and stocking fillers, all wrapped up
in a friendly welcome.
ITINERARY
Day One: Our outward journey will take us to the Peak District travelling
via the dramatic scenery of the Woodhead Pass towards Sheffield, then on
to the city of lincoln where we stay for two nights.
Day Two: A full day at leisure to browse around the delightful christmas
market and its numerous stalls. Enjoy the street entertainers and the great
festive atmosphere with the scents of mulled wine and festive food, plus
the sounds of music and merriment in this stunning historic city. Ringed
by historic gates this beautiful city's old centre is a delight to explore,
with its tangle of cobbled medieval streets surrounding the magnificent
cathedral and lincoln castle, built by William the conqueror.
Day Three: This morning we head back into the Peak District and visit
Buxton, the capital of the High Peak with its delightful Pavilion Gardens,
magnificent architecture and famous spa waters that flow from a well in
front of the famous crescent.
HILTON DOUBLETREE LINCOLN HHHH
Overlooking the Brayford marina the
Doubletree by Hilton Hotel enjoys
tranquil waterfront views in a convenient
location at the heart of the medieval city.
Facilities include a roof-top restaurant
and bar plus a fitness centre. Bedroom
amenities include lED TV, Wi-Fi, hairdryer
and tea & coffee facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with breakfast

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 16 December

3 days

£169

Supplement: Single Room £50 / River View £10 per room per night

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Wednesday 04 December

3 days

£189

Supplement: Single Room £110

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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cHR IS Tm AS mAR KE TS

WINcHESTER & PORTSmOUTH
cHRISTmAS mARKETS
A new festive getaway for 2019 based on England's spectacular South
Coast. Enjoy a visit to the Winchester Christmas Market – regarded as
one of the best in Europe due to its unique location and bustling
atmosphere – and spend a day at Portsmouth’s Dickens Festival of
Christmas, one of the south’s finest festive events with Victorian street
performers, a traditional green Father Christmas and so much more!
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to Hampshire and check-in to the Holiday Inn
Winchester. There will be some time to settle in and freshen up before we
visit Winchester cathedral’s lantern Parade; a vibrant spectacle featuring
a procession of colourful handmade paper lanterns. The celebration
includes live music and carols, and concludes with a firework display. After
the event we return to the hotel for this evenings’ dinner.
Day Two: This morning, enjoy a guided walking tour of Winchester and
the inspiring cathedral. Free time follows to explore the popular christmas
market & Ice Rink. Set within the stunning surroundings of the cathedral’s
historic Inner and Outer close, you’ll find attractive wooden chalets
brimming with a wide range of unique gifts and artisan foods.
Day Three: Following breakfast, we visit the Dickens christmas Festival at
Portsmouth Historic Dockyard. Travel back in time to a bygone era where
snowy streets and classic characters welcome you to a world of festive
cheer. Browse stalls filled with artisan gifts and products, be entertained
by Victorian street performers, and Father christmas will also make an
appearance dressed in traditional green. Entry to the mary Rose museum
is also included where you can discover Henry VIII’s favourite ship,
astonishingly reclaimed from the seabed in 1982, plus a harbour cruise
offering views of historical sights and the modern Royal Navy.
Day Four: We check out and commence our homeward journey.
HOLIDAY INN WINCHESTER HHHH
A contemporary hotel situated just two
miles away from the town centre.
Amenities include Wi-Fi, a gym,
restaurant and bar. Bedrooms are
equipped with blackout curtains, satellite TV, hairdryer, ironing facilities plus
tea & coffee tray. lift available.
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Guided walking tour of Winchester
4 Admission to Winchester cathedral
4 Admission to The Portsmouth Dickens christmas Festival
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ITINERARY
Day One: We depart in the early hours for our journey south to Folkestone
and through the Eurotunnel to calais, then on to the city of Reims and the
mercure Reims cathedral Hotel where we stay for the next three nights.
Day Two: This morning we are joined by a local guide for a walking tour of
the city with its elegant Art Deco facades, champagne houses, stylish
shops and pavement cafés, plus some great museums. Unesco World
Heritage sites include the magnificent Notre-Dame cathedral where many
Kings of France have been crowned, a masterpiece of gothic art from the
13th century adorned with over 2300 statues including the famous
Smiling Angel. We spend the afternoon at leisure to explore the city’s
attractions and the christmas market, the cathedral Square and adjacent
streets provide an exceptional setting for the festivities.
Day Three: We spend a further morning at leisure then in the afternoon
we have a visit to champagne Pommery for a tour and tasting. Discover
the history of Domaine Pommery, its cellars and its Gallo-Roman chalk pits
and learn about the secrets of the wine production from the first Brut
created by madame Pommery in 1874.
Day Four: We travel back to calais for a return Eurotunnel journey to
Folkestone and on home to North Wales.
MERCURE REIMS CATHEDRAL HOTEL HHHH
The four star mercure Reims cathedral is ideally
located in the city centre just a few minutes
walk from the cathedral. Facilities include the le
Rem restaurant and champagne bar, all
bedrooms feature air conditioning, Satellite TV, Wi-Fi, telephone, hairdryer,
room safe and tea & coffee making facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with buffet breakfast
4 Guided walking tour of Reims
4 A visit to the champagne Pommery cellars for a tour and tasting
4 Return Eurotunnel journeys

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Thursday 28 November

4 days

£299

Supplement: Single Room £100

REImS cHRISTmAS mARKET
The Champagne Region of France is recognised throughout the world,
infinitely famous for the production of this wonderful nectar liquid.
The City of Reims with its warm golden coloured stone is historic and
attractive with some great monuments including the 13th century
cathedral from where the Angel of Reims smiles down on visitors from
one of the most spectacular cathedrals in France. The Christmas
Market is situated on the forecourt of the famous cathedral and over
the years has become a significant event in Reims with around 140
stalls attracting more than 1.5 million visitors each year.

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 09 December

4 days

£339

Supplement: Single Room £120

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

cHR IS Tm AS mA RKET S

AAcHEN & mAASTRIcHT
cHRISTmAS mARKETS

OSTEND & BRUGGE
cHRISTmAS mARKETS

Immerse yourself into the Christmas spirit with a wonderfully festive
short break taking in the stunning Aachen Christmas Market in
addition to Maastricht’s captivating Christmas Market. The markets in
Aachen are considered to be among the most picturesque in Germany,
and every year in the run up to Christmas the squares and streets
surrounding the stunning Cathedral are transformed into a paradise of
sparkling lights, festive sounds and tempting aromas. Over the border
in Holland, “Magical Maastricht” hosts a spellbinding Christmas market
with fairy lights in trees and buildings, beautifully lit shop windows
and a great variety of stalls offering unique gifts and products.

Make the most of the festive season with a short break to Ostend,
the largest city on the Belgian coast with a sandy beach and spacious
promenade. Enjoy time at leisure to browse the cosy Christmas
Market, and see the spectacular light show adoring the main shopping
street which features an eye-catching illuminated tunnel of sparkling
lights. We’ll also visit Brugge to discover the attractions and explore
the colourful Christmas Market, idyllically set amongst the city’s
stunning medieval architecture.

ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to Folkestone for a Eurotunnel crossing to calais.
We’ll continue on through Belgium and Holland, then cross the border
into Germany and commence our stay in Aachen.
Day Two: Today we travel into neighbouring Holland for a visit to maastricht,
the most southerly city in the Netherlands with an energetic atmosphere
and historical buildings aplenty. Here you can browse for original gifts and
absorb the captivating ambiance of the christmas market. Boasting various
stalls spread along inviting streets, christmassy music, tempting treats to try
in addition to several entertainment options including a Ferris wheel and an
ice rink, it’s guaranteed to propel you into the festive spirit.
Day Three: Enjoy a day at leisure to unwind and explore Aachen’s historic
streets, grand old buildings and the spectacular cathedral. The city’s
famous christmas market is regularly ranked in the top ten christmas
markets in Europe thanks to its enchanting atmosphere, glorious fair,
twinkling lights and the aroma of mulled wine and gingerbread drifting in
the air. Each year the squares and lanes around the cathedral are
transformed into a lovingly decorated christmas village with plenty of
unique gifts and local delicacies to enjoy.

ITINERARY
Day One: An early departure to Folkestone where we board the
Eurotunnel for our journey to France. We then cross the border into
Belgium and continue on to the mercure Hotel in Ostend.
Day Two: Enjoy a day at leisure in Ostend to explore the city and search
for gifts and tasty delicacies at the christmas market. The entire city and
many of its landmarks will be adorned with heart-warming christmas
lights including the main shopping street which will be shrouded by a
breath-taking canopy consisting of 232,500 twinkling lights. Other
attractions include the mu.ZEE art museum, the impressive neoclassical
Royal Galleries and the mercator; a three-masted 1932 sailing ship once
used for Belgian Navy training purposes, now a nautical museum.
Day Three: This morning we travel to beautiful Brugge, an immensely
picturesque city renowned for its splendid medieval architecture. Upon
arrival we will be greeted by a guide for a walking tour through the quaint
cobbled streets to discover the city’s hidden gems and must-see heritage
and architectural highlights. The remainder of the day will be at leisure to
further explore this charming city and the pretty christmas market’s
festively decorated stalls and fabulous open-air skating rink.
Day Four: We leave Ostend and return to the Eurotunnel terminal at calais
for our journey back to Folkestone and home to North Wales.

Day Four: Following breakfast this morning we check-out and commence
our journey back to North Wales.

MERCURE OSTEND HHH
Situated in the city centre just a short walk
from the seafront with many restaurants,
bars and shops nearby. Facilities include
Wi-Fi, lounge bar and restaurant. Bedrooms
are equipped with air-conditioning,
satellite TV, hairdryer, safe, fridge and tea
& coffee facilities. lift to all floors.

MERCURE AACHEN AM DOM HHH
A modern hotel conveniently located in the
historic centre of Aachen, just 200 yards
from the cathedral. Amenities include a
restaurant and bar. Bedrooms are airconditioned and feature Wi-Fi, TV, safe,
desk and tea & coffee facilities. lift to all floors.

INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with breakfast
4 Guided walking tour of Brugge
4 Return Eurotunnel journeys

INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with breakfast
4 Return Eurotunnel journeys
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Thursday 12 December

4 days

£339

Supplement: Single Room £160

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 02 December

4 days

£279

Supplement: Single Room £90

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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cHR IS Tm AS TO UR S

cHRISTmAS IN cHESHIRE

cHRISTmAS IN YORK
A relaxing Christmas holiday to the magnificent city of York, one of the
most popular destinations in the country with over 2000 years of history
packed into its compact space. Stroll around the delightful old cobbled
streets with their half timbered houses and marvel at the masterpiece of
York Minster, the largest Gothic cathedral in Northern Europe. Enjoy the
wonderful festive atmosphere in this magnificent city which is
transformed into a magical winter wonderland at Christmastime.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel east across the Pennines into Yorkshire and on to the
Queens Hotel, ideally located in the centre of the city on the banks of the
River Ouse. After checking in to your room relax and enjoy a welcome drink
in the hotel lounge before evening dinner, followed by a game of Bingo.

ITINERARY
Day One: Our christmas break commences with a leisurely drive to
cheshire, arriving at carden Park Hotel during the afternoon where we
enjoy hot chocolate and cookies on arrival and then check in to our rooms.
This evening enjoy dinner followed by live entertainment.

Day Two: A day at leisure to enjoy christmas Eve and commence exploring
the wealth of famous attractions with the essence of hot mulled wine and
roasting chestnuts creating a wonderfully festive ambiance. After dinner
this evening relax in the lounge and enjoy entertainment with a vocalist.
Should any guests wish to attend midnight mass at the minster the hotel
will arrange taxis then offer warm mince pies and tea/coffee on your return.

Day Two: We travel to the atmospheric city of chester where there will
time at leisure to soak up the wonderful ambiance. Perhaps visit the
beautiful cathedral, meander along the River Dee, see the sparkling
christmas tree in the heart of the city or take a seat in one of the many
cosy pubs. During the evening enjoy dinner followed by entertainment.

Day Three: After breakfast you may like to take a stroll before enjoying a
traditional christmas lunch, then relax and maybe watch the Queen’s
Speech. This evening a buffet dinner will be served, then its time to test
your knowledge and join in the hotel Quiz.

Day Three: Following breakfast perhaps enjoy a stroll in the hotel grounds
before a drinks reception and traditional christmas lunch. Put your feet up
and relax during the afternoon prior to this evening’s christmas Buffet
Dinner followed once again by further festive entertainment.

Day Four: A further morning at leisure to explore then in the afternoon
you may wish to join us on the coach for a visit to the elegant Victorian
spa town of Harrogate, well known for its handsome Georgian buildings,
delightful gardens, famous tea-rooms and natural springs. This evening
enjoy a Boxing Day carvery dinner.

Day Four: Further free time to enjoy the hotel facilities or perhaps a round
of golf on one of the hotel’s courses. This afternoon, you may wish to join
us on the coach for a leisurely scenic drive then this evening there will be
a Boxing Day dinner and entertainment.

Day Five: Enjoy a final leisurely breakfast before we commence our
homeward journey.

Please note: Itinerary and entertainment packages may be subject to
change.

Please note: Itinerary and entertainment packages may be subject to
change.
QUEENS HOTEL HH
The popular Queens Hotel is ideally situated
in the centre of the city on the banks of the
River Ouse. Facilities include the Royal
Brasserie Restaurant and Riverside bar.
All bedrooms feature TV, complimentary
Wi-Fi, telephone, tea & coffee facilities and hairdryer. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Traditional christmas lunch
4 Entertainment at hotel

Day Five: We check out and commence our short journey home.

CARDEN PARK HHHH
The carden Park offers excellent facilities
including two 18 hole golf courses, the
carden library, morgans Bar, plus a tea &
coffee lounge. Further amenities include
an indoor swimming pool, treatment areas and a spa featuring steam rooms,
saunas, monsoon showers and relaxation rooms. All bedrooms are equipped
with bath and power shower, satellite TV, Wi-Fi, telephone, hairdryer, iron &
board plus hospitality tray. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Traditional christmas lunch
4 Entertainment at hotel

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 23 December

5 days

£519

Supplement: Single Room £100 / River View £40
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Unwind and enjoy the festivities on this popular Christmas holiday
based at the luxurious four star Carden Park Hotel, idyllically set
amongst acres of manicured grounds. Nestled in a beautiful countryside
location on the outskirts of historic Chester, Carden Park offers stylish
accommodation with extensive facilities including a brand new spa and
two 18-hole golf courses. This relaxing holiday features plenty of time
at leisure to recharge the batteries, enjoy the hotel facilities and
indulge in Christmas celebrations, plus a visit to the charming city of
Chester and a scenic drive through the rolling Cheshire countryside.

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 23 December

5 days

£499

Supplement: Single Room £100

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

cHR IS Tm AS TO U RS

cHRISTmAS IN lINcOlNSHIRE
Celebrate the festive season in style and enjoy a stay at the fabulous
four star Belton Woods Hotel in Grantham. There will be plenty of time
to unwind and enjoy the excellent facilities at the hotel, plus, we’ll
also venture out in the stunning Lincolnshire countryside and pay a
visit to picturesque Lincoln and the popular market town of Boston.
When the big day arrives, you can forget about cooking and washing
up – all you need to do is relax with a glass of festive fizz and enjoy
your special meal in a warm and merry atmosphere.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to lincolnshire and the Belton Woods Hotel where
there will be tea, coffee and cakes upon arrival. After settling in to your
room relax and enjoy dinner in the Stantons Brasserie.
Day Two: This morning we visit lincoln, a city whose heritage dates back
to Roman times. Explore the quaint cobbled streets of the historic heart of
the city where there are many fascinating buildings including the
cathedral and lincoln castle. On our return to the hotel enjoy some mulled
wine and mince pies, then after dinner unwind and listen to christmas
carols performed by the Grantham Operatic Society.
Day Three: A day to relax and enjoy a glass of festive fizz followed by a
traditional christmas lunch. Time then to sit back and enjoy some
afternoon games then this evening a light buffet will be served.
Day Four: A further day to relax and make use of the hotel leisure
facilities, or alternately you may wish to join us for a drive through the
lincolnshire countryside to the market town of Boston with its 14th
century church and the maud Foster Windmill. This evening maybe relax in
the hotel bar prior to a delicious Boxing Day dinner.
Day Five: We check out and begin our homeward journey.
Please note: Itinerary and entertainment packages may be subject to
change.
BELTON WOODS HOTEL HHHH
A beautifully appointed hotel set in 475 acres
of tranquil lincolnshire countryside at
Grantham. Facilities include three PGA
championship approved golf courses, a
restaurant and bar, spa treatment rooms, fully equipped gymnasium and
heated indoor swimming pool. All of the luxuriously decorated bedrooms
feature TV, hairdryer, iron & board, plus hospitality tray. lift available.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Traditional christmas lunch
4 Entertainment at hotel
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 23 December

5 days

£539

Supplement: Single Room £120

cHRISTmAS IN HARROGATE
Enjoy a Christmas break in the elegant Victorian spa town of
Harrogate, beautifully adorned with floral displays and renowned for
its historic buildings, famous tea-rooms and natural springs. Take a
stroll through the delightful Valley Gardens or watch the world go by
in Betty's Tea Rooms. The stylish Montpellier Quarter is regarded as
the 'Antiques and Art Centre of the North' and is home to an array of
exclusive shops, bars and restaurants.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel east across the Pennines into Yorkshire and on to the
Hilton Doubletree Harrogate Hotel where we have a Festive Afternoon Tea
on arrival. This evening enjoy a christmas Eve dinner with a live pianist.
Day Two: A morning to relax at the hotel or join us for a morning walking
tour of Harrogate with hot beverages in Valley Gardens. Time then to
enjoy a traditional christmas lunch in the carters champagne Bar,
accompanied by the hotel pianist. This evening there will be an Artisan
christmas Day dinner.
Day Three: Today we board the coach for a drive across the foot of the
Yorkshire Dales to the delightful historic village of Haworth with its oldeworlde shops and quaint cobbled streets, plus the Parsonage where the
Bronte sisters grew up. Upon arrival we board the Keighley & Worth Valley
steam railway for a return journey through the heart of Bronte country.
We then have some time at leisure to explore Haworth before return to
Harrogate mid-afternoon.
Day Four: We spend the morning in Harrogate before commencing our
homeward journey back to North Wales in the early afternoon.
Please note: Itinerary and entertainment packages may be subject to
change.
HILTON DOUBLETREE
HARROGATE HHHH
Set in 12 acres of award-winning
gardens this splendid Victorian
hotel is situated just a few
minutes’ walk from the town centre. Facilities include a bar and a large
restaurant with big windows and imposing chandeliers, plus a swimming
pool, Jacuzzi, sauna and gymnasium. All bedrooms feature flat screen TV
with Freeview and tea & coffee facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Traditional christmas lunch
4 Guided walking tour of Harrogate
4 Return journey on the Keighley & Worth Valley steam railway
4 Entertainment at hotel
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Tuesday 24 December

4 days

£449

Supplement: Single Room £160

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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NEW YEA R TO UR S

HOGmANAY IN DUNDEE
NEW YEAR IN BERKSHIRE
Welcome 2020 in style on this New Year break based at the excellent
four star Hilton Reading Hotel; a firm favourite with Arvonia
customers. As part of this new year break, we’ll spend some time
exploring the exciting city of London with its plethora of world-class
attractions and famous department stores. An afternoon visit is also
included to Windsor, crowned by stunning Windsor Castle, the largest
and oldest inhabited castle in the world.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel south to Berkshire and check in to the Hilton Reading
Hotel with tea and mince pies on arrival. Some time then to settle in to
your room before dinner is served in the larder Restaurant. In the evening,
relax in the bar where a pianist will be playing relaxing music.
Day Two: We spend some time in vibrant london with its wealth of
attractions and famous landmarks. Tonight’s New Year celebrations
commence with a champagne and canapés reception in the Winsdor Foyer,
following which a five-course gala dinner will be served in the Windsor
Suite, including half a bottle of wine per person. A live band will be
performing this evening, so you can party your way into 2020! (This will
be a dinner suit or dark lounge suit event).
Day Three: A morning at leisure to relax after last night’s festivities. In
the afternoon we visit Royal Windsor with its charming cobbled streets
and medieval buildings, plus the impressive castle which has been a Royal
Palace and fortress for over 900 years. We return to the hotel in time for
dinner, then you may like to put your general knowledge to the test and
join in with a quiz in the hotel bar.
Day Four: After a leisurely breakfast we depart the hotel and commence
our homeward journey.
Please note: the itinerary and entertainment packages may be subject
to change.
HILTON READING HHHH
The contemporary four star Hilton hotel is
situated on the outskirts of Reading.
All bedrooms feature air conditioning, television,
Wi-Fi, telephone, mini bar and tea & coffee
making facilities. The hotel also features a restaurant and bar plus a leisure
club with indoor swimming pool, sauna, steam room and gym. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Gala dinner on New Year’s Eve with a half bottle of wine per person
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 30 December

4 days

£379

Supplement: Single Room £70
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Come and join us on this Hogmanay break and enjoy a great night of
traditional Scottish Celebrations to welcome 2020 in style. Enjoy visits
the city of Perth and the Glenturret Distillery. We will be staying in
Dundee, a city that proudly remembers it’s industrial and seafaring
heritage, home to the RRS Discovery, the ship that took Captain Scott
and Sir Ernest Shackleton on their first incredible expedition to
Antarctica.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel north to the city of Dundee where we spend the next
three nights at the Hilton Doubletree Hotel where a welcome drink awaits.
This evening enjoy a buffet dinner followed by entertainment.
Day Two: This morning we take a drive to the lovely ‘Fair city’ of Perth, a
former capital of Scotland with a rich and influential history that stretches
back over 800 years. After lunch we have an included visit to the
Glenturret Distillery at crieff for a tour and tasting. This evening at the
hotel there will be a drinks reception followed by dinner and a Hogmanay
Ball with a live band and piper.
Day Three: A morning at leisure to relax, then in the afternoon you may
like to join us on the coach for a drive across the Tay Road Bridge and on to
the coastal resort of St Andrews home to one of the world’s most famous
golf courses and where Prince William and Kate middleton met whilst
studying at the university. We continue along the coast though the pretty
fishing villages of crail and Anstruther before returning to the hotel.
Day Four: We depart after breakfast and commence our journey home to
North Wales.
Please note: the itinerary and entertainment packages may be subject
to change.
HILTON DOUBLETREE HHHH
The historical and traditional
Scottish mansion house, built
in 1870, is set in the heart of
this tastefully extended hotel,
with six acres of beautifully
landscaped gardens.
Facilities include a fitness centre, swimming pool, sauna and steam room.
All bedrooms feature flat screen TV, Wi-Fi, room safe, iron and board, plus
tea & coffee tray.
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Hogmanay Ball
4 Glenturret Distillery tour and tasting
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 30 December

4 days

£399

Supplement: Single Room £140

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

NEW YEAR TO U RS

NEW YEAR IN cARDIFF
Join us for a visit to the Capital of Wales and soak up the electric
atmosphere as you welcome in 2020! From mouth-watering
restaurants, captivating cocktail bars, and clubs where you can dance
all the way into 2020, Cardiff is the perfect place to celebrate! You’ll
also have plenty of free time to relax and explore Cardiff’s attractions
including its fairy-tale castle and the famous Principality Stadium,
plus acres of lush parkland and first class shopping opportunities.
The attractive Cardiff Bay waterfront area with its glass fronted
restaurants is home to the impressive Welsh Assembly buildings
and the iconic Millennium Centre.
ITINERARY
Day One: We make our way to cardiff via Hereford, Ross on Wye,
monmouth and Newport, arriving during the afternoon for check-in to the
Holiday Inn. Some free time follows to commence exploring the city. This
evening enjoy a meal in one of the numerous restaurants around the city
then maybe sample some of the varied and vibrant nightlife.
Day Two: A day at leisure for shopping or sightseeing. You might like to
visit the historic castle and the fine 19th century state apartments. close
to the hotel is the St. David's shopping centre, plus the well preserved
Victorian Arcades and covered market.
Day Three: A further day at leisure to relax and enjoy cardiff’s attractions.
This evening if you are looking for a great atmosphere why not head to
the civic centre and the Winter Wonderland ice rink where you can enjoy
the free live music and be in a prime position to watch the spectacular
midnight firework display after the big count down.
Day Four: After a leisurely breakfast we depart the hotel and commence
our homeward journey.
HOLIDAY INN CITY CENTRE HHHH
The Holiday Inn is conveniently located in
the city centre between the millennium
Stadium and cardiff castle. Facilities include
the Junction Restaurant and bar, plus the
callaghan’s Sports Bar. All bedrooms feature
air-conditioning, satellite TV, Wi-Fi, telephone, iron & board, plus tea & coffee
tray. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with breakfast

Send off 2019 in style with a memorable night out in one of the North
West’s top city break destinations. Renowned for its legendary music
scene, Manchester boasts a diverse range of bars, restaurants and
venues for a great night out, plus a superb choice of high-street and
designer shopping complimented by some excellent museums and
galleries. Every year the city welcomes the New Year with a dazzling
firework display, and there is no shortage of events taking place to
suit all tastes. With four star accommodation conveniently situated in
the heart of the city centre, you are sure to have a great time in this
buzzing city while you celebrate the arrival of 2020!
ITINERARY
Day One: We drive to manchester where the remainder of the day is at
leisure to maybe indulge in a shopping spree, or visit some of the city’s
superb museums and galleries. This evening it’s time to welcome in the
New Year and enjoy the vibrant atmosphere and celebrations in the city’s
superb range of restaurants and venues.
Day Two: A leisurely breakfast this morning followed by some free
time to unwind after the night before. We depart for home during the
afternoon.
MARRIOTT VICTORIA & ALBERT
HOTEL HHHH
The Grade II listed marriott Victoria &
Albert is situated in the heart of
manchester city centre, near famous
attractions and just a short walk from
the Spinningfields development, Deansgate and the Arndale centre.
Facilities include the Riverside Restaurant and the V&A lounge & Bar. All
bedrooms feature soundproofed windows, satellite television & Wi-Fi, room
safe, hairdryer, iron & board, plus tea & coffee making facilities. lift available.
INCLUSIONS
4 Overnight accommodation with breakfast

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Sunday 29 December

4 days

£259

Supplement: Single Room £50

NEW YEAR IN mANcHESTER

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Tuesday 31 December

2 days

£109

Supplement: Single Room £60

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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BlAcKPOOl, RIBBlE VAllEY &
THE lAKE DISTRIcT
Blackpool continues to flourish as one of Britain’s most loved seaside
holiday destinations, and it’s easy to see why. Few resorts can rival its
huge range of attractions coupled with miles of unspoilt beaches and
promenade. Come along and unwind on this midweek getaway that
includes a stay at the four star Imperial Hotel in Blackpool with an
included drinks package, plus a visit to the scenic Ribble Valley in the
heart of Lancashire and the breath-taking Lake District National Park.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to Blackpool, arriving in the resort around lunchtime.
In the afternoon, commence exploring Blackpool's array of attractions,
some of which include madame Tussauds, the famous Blackpool Tower
and Ballroom, Stanley Park, the Sea life centre and the resorts three piers.
Day Two: This morning, enjoy some further free time in Blackpool. In the
afternoon for those who wish to join in there will be a heritage talk and
tour of the hotel with a mayflower Spirit cocktail, followed by an included
afternoon tea. This evening at the hotel enjoy a 1940's themed dinner.
Day Three: A full day excursion to cumbria where we visit the town of
Kendal, renowned for its historic buildings, quaint cobbled streets and
antique shops. We then continue to the beautiful lake District National
Park and the popular town of Bowness where there will be an optional
cruise on lake Windermere to enjoy the magnificent views.

THE mAGIcAl lAKE DISTRIcT
England’s most famous National Park, renowned for its diverse and
magnificent scenery with rolling hills, towering mountains and
shimmering lakes, all simply beautiful at any time of year. The
Edwardian resort of Grange over Sands lies between the mountains
and the sea overlooking Morecambe Bay, a small picturesque seaside
town with lovely limestone buildings, a traffic free promenade and
beautiful ornamental gardens.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
We travel via Wordsworth’s Grasmere and Thirlmere lake to the lovely
Victorian town of Keswick, surrounded by magnificent scenery on the
shores of Derwent Water. We return via Ullswater and the spectacular
Kirkstone Pass which reaches a height of 1489ft and is the highest pass
open to traffic in the lake District.
We drive via the shores of coniston Water to Ambleside renowned for its
much photographed Bridge House. From here we continue to the popular
resort of Bowness on Windermere with its quaint cafes, art galleries and
craft shops. Here there will also be an opportunity to take a boat trip on
England’s longest lake and view the charming landscape of wooded
islands and lakeland fells.

Day Four: Today there will be a short day excursion commencing with a
scenic drive through the picturesque Ribble Valley in the heart of
lancashire, to the market town of clitheroe. This afternoon head back to
Blackpool via the award-winning Oswaldtwistle mills, a former Weaving
mill that has over 100 retailers all under one roof.
Day Five: Some more time at leisure in Blackpool before we depart for
home during the afternoon.
IMPERIAL HOTEL HHHH
A grand 19th century hotel situated within easy
reach of the major attractions on the North
Promenade with spectacular views of the beach.
Facilities include the Palm court Restaurant, a
swimming pool, sauna and gymnasium. All bedrooms feature TV, free Wi-Fi,
hairdryer, plus tea & coffee facilities. lift available.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 1940’s themed dinner 4 An afternoon cream tea
4 Heritage talk and tour of the hotel with a mayflower Spirit cocktail
4 Inclusive drinks from 18:00 to 22:30 (selected brands)
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 16 March

5 days

£319

Supplement: Single Room £100
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CUMBRIA GRAND HOTEL HHH
The cumbria Grand is a charming
Victorian Hotel set in 20 acres of gardens
overlooking morecambe Bay. Facilities
include the Hazelwood Restaurant and
the Jacobean Bar where you can relax
over a pre-dinner drink by the log fire
during the cooler months. All the comfortable bedrooms feature satellite TV,
telephone and hospitality tray. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Three drinks vouchers per person per day (selected brands)
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 27 January

4 days

£219

Supplement: Single Room £50

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

© www.geograph.org.uk
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SOUTHPORT & lANcASTER
HARROGATE & YORK
Enjoy a Springtime break to the elegant Victorian spa town of
Harrogate, beautifully adorned with floral displays and renowned for
its historic buildings, famous tea-rooms and natural springs. See the
Royal Pump Room Museum for a fascinating insight into Harrogate’s
spa history, stroll through the Valley Gardens or watch the world go by
in Betty's Tea Rooms. The stylish Montpellier Quarter is regarded as
the 'Antiques and Art Centre of the North' and is home to an array of
exclusive shops, bars and restaurants.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
We visit the magnificent city of York where you may like to take a
sightseeing tour, a walk on the city walls, or perhaps a river cruise. See
the mighty York minster, explore the "Shambles" with its ancient buildings
leaning in all directions, be sure to call at the Jorvik Viking centre and don’t
miss the excellent castle museum with its Victorian street and the superb
Railway museum housing a collection of over 100 locomotives.

The charming Victorian resort of Southport is renowned for its
beautiful coastline, lovely parks and gardens, the marine lake, golden
sands and Britain's second longest pier that features a purpose built
tram which travels a mile long journey to the seaward end. Tree-lined
Lord Street with its Victorian Arcades is one of the country’s finest
shopping boulevards, flanked by shops on one side and gardens and
fountains on the other, which form the heart of this unspoiled,
traditional seaside town.
EXCURSION INCLUDED
We drive north to visit the historic city of lancaster where attractions
include the 18th century Shire Hall, the Priory & Parish church plus the
magnificent castle. Steeped in almost 1000 years of history including the
trials of the Pendle Witches, the castle is regarded as one the most
important historic monuments in the North West. In the afternoon we visit
the Oswaldtwistle mills award-winning Shopping Village & Garden centre,
a former weaving mill that has over 100 retailers and some five
restaurants all under one roof.

CAIRN HOTEL HHH
The cairn Hotel was built during
Harrogate’s period as a Spa Town
when people came from far and
wide to take the waters. carefully
modernised the grand original
features welcome you to this charming Victorian hotel, located only a short
walk from the centre of town. Facilities include the Windsor Restaurant, a bar
and lounge area plus a gymnasium. Bedrooms are equipped with TV, free
Wi-Fi, hairdryer and tea & coffee making facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Three drinks vouchers per person per day (selected brands)
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 17 February

4 days

£199

Monday 30 March

4 days

£209

Supplement: Single Room £50

© Flickr – Visit Lancaster – Dan Tierney

A short day commencing with a morning visit to the nearby picturesque
market town of Knaresborough, a delight to explore with its majestic
Victorian viaduct, the medieval castle, cobbled alleyways and riverside
walks. We then take a drive to the popular market town of Skipton with its
canal boats and magnificent castle. Now over 900 years old Skipton castle
is one of the most complete and well preserved medieval castles in
England with its twin towers and lovely early Tudor courtyard.

BLISS HOTEL SOUTHPORT HHHH
A modern recently built four star hotel
located at the heart of the waterfront
development on the promenade,
enjoying superb views over the
marine lake. Facilities include a
fitness suite, the marine Brasserie Restaurant, plus a bar and relaxing lounge
area. All bedrooms feature air conditioning, flat screen television, Wi-Fi, room
safe, iron & board, hairdryer, mini bar, plus tea & coffee tray. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with breakfast
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 04 November

4 days

£169

Supplement: Single Room £60

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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BABBAcOmBE
The quintessential English Riviera boasts miles of stunning coastlines,
picturesque villages, palm trees, piers, dramatic cliffs and its own mild
microclimate, making it one of the top places to holiday in the UK.
The popular resort of Babbacombe is located approximately two miles
from the main resort of Torquay, offering a relaxing quieter holiday.
There is a Cliff Railway that will take you down to the Babbacombe
beaches and other features include the theatre, the famous Model
Village and St Marychurch with its pedestrianised precinct.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
We take a scenic drive along the south Devon coast road through Shaldon,
Teignmouth and Dawlish, then on to the city of Exeter, the county town of
Devon whose history dates back to Roman times. Exeter is famous for its
magnificent 12th century cathedral with its two massive Norman towers
that dominate the city skyline. Other attractions include the 800 year old
Guildhall, the Historic Quayside and the medieval underground passages
that date back to the 14th century.

One of Britain’s most famous resorts situated at the heart of a
magnificent coastline, often referred to as the 'English Riviera'.
Fashionable since Victorian times Torquay is blessed with a mild
climate, sparkling blue waters, blue-flag beaches and beautiful
gardens for that relaxing stroll. Torquay is characterised by its
Mediterranean feel created by its palm tree lined seafront, Italian
style white villas perched high on the hillsides and fabulous boats
and yachts moored in the marina.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
We take a drive along the south Devon coast road through Shaldon,
Teignmouth and Dawlish, then on to the city of Exeter, famous for its
magnificent 12th century cathedral with its two massive Norman Towers
that dominate the city skyline. Other attractions include the Guildhall,
the historic quayside and medieval underground passages.

A short day excursion which will take us via historic Totnes and the South
Hams countryside to visit the lovely quaint old port of Dartmouth, set on
the banks of the River Dart. Dartmouth is a lovely riverside town with
inviting narrow streets to explore, delightful cobbled quaysides, colourful
gardens plus the fascinating timber framed Butterwalk with its ancient
black & white timbered buildings.

A short day which will take us via historic Totnes and the South Hams to
the quaint old port of Dartmouth, set on the banks of the River Dart.
A lovely riverside town with inviting narrow streets to explore featuring
boutique shops and art galleries, delightful cobbled quaysides, colourful
gardens plus the timber framed Butterwalk with its ancient black & white
timbered buildings.

BABBACOMBE HOTEL HHH
The Babbacombe Hotel is
positioned in a superb cliff top
location offering stunning sea
views across the Babbacombe
Downs and lyme Bay. Facilities
include a restaurant and bar, plus an entertainment bar with a dancefloor and
stage. All bedrooms include TV, hairdryer and tea & coffee making facilities.
lift to most bedrooms.

BELGRAVE SANDS HOTEL HHHH
The four star Belgrave Sands Hotel is a firm
favourite with Arvonia customers. located
next to the seafront it is just a short level
walk to the town and harbour. Facilities
include swimming pool, gymnasium and
spa, restaurant, lounge bar and dance floor with nightly entertainment.
All bedrooms feature walk-in shower, robe and slippers, flat screen TV,
internet access, iron and board, mini-fridge, hairdryer, digital safe, plus
tea and coffee facilities. lift access to most rooms.

INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 live entertainment on two nights
4 Inclusive drinks from 20:00 – 23:00 each night (selected drinks)
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 03 February

5 days

£259

Supplement: Single Room £30
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TORQUAY

INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 27 January

5 days

£289

Monday 23 March

5 days

£319

Supplement: Single Room £nil (limited availability)

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

mI D W EEK TOU RS

lOOE & THE cORNISH cOAST

PAIGNTON
Nestling between two rugged headlands on the coast of South Devon
is the popular traditional sea-side resort of Paignton, one of the
highlights of the beautiful region known as ‘the English Riviera’. Home
to a vibrant seafront with long sandy beaches and a regal promenade
for those relaxing strolls, Paignton is situated between the
neighbouring resorts of Torquay and Brixham. There is a traditional
pier and quaint harbour, picturesque parks and gardens plus a good
selection of shops, all combining to make Paignton a very popular
holiday destination.

England’s county of Cornwall is famous for its seafaring history,
dramatic coastlines, spectacular sandy beaches, gorgeous gardens and
captivating fishing harbours. The popular seaside town of Looe is
divided into East and West Looe by a seven arched bridge that spans a
tidal river. Looe is a bustling working fishing port with a historic
harbour where you can watch the boats come and go throughout the
day. Explore the maze-like streets with their interesting mix of
traditional craft shops, bars and restaurants with many buildings
dating from the 16th and 17th centuries.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
We take a drive along the south Devon coast road through Shaldon,
Teignmouth and Dawlish, then continue on to Exeter, a city rich in history
famous for its magnificent 12th century cathedral with its two massive
Norman Towers that dominate the city skyline. Other attractions include
the Guildhall, the award-winning Royal Albert memorial museum, plus the
historic quayside and medieval underground passages.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
A visit to the delightful old harbour town of Padstow on the camel
Estuary, a fine example of a cornish fishing port with a colourful busy
harbour surrounded by medieval houses. The town is largely unspoilt with
traditional pubs and restaurants including the famous Seafood Restaurant
owned by top TV chef Rick Stein. Explore the quaint narrow streets and
interesting shops’, maybe take a walk to the headland for some fabulous
views of the estuary and distant hills.

A short day which will take us via historic Totnes and the South Hams to
the quaint old port of Dartmouth, the home of the Britannia Royal Naval
college set on the banks of the delightful River Dart. A lovely riverside
town with inviting narrow streets to explore featuring boutique shops and
art galleries, delightful cobbled quaysides, colourful gardens plus the
timber framed Butterwalk that dates back to 1635. with its ancient black
& white timbered buildings.
QUEENS HOTEL HHH
The Queens is a popular family run
hotel located in a nice level position
just 200 yards from the town centre
and seafront. Facilities include a
heated indoor swimming pool, lounge
bar, restaurant, plus an entertainment
room & dance floor. All bedrooms
feature TV, Wi-Fi, telephone, plus tea & coffee tray. lift to all floors.

PORTBYHAN HOTEL HHH
The Portbyhan Hotel offers stunning
views from its unrivalled position on the
quayside of West looe. Facilities include a
restaurant and bar area with nightly
entertainment, plus a first floor lounge.
All bedrooms feature satellite TV, Wi-Fi,
telephone, hairdryer and tea & coffee tray. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast

INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 17 February

5 days

£249

Supplement: Single Room £nil (limited availability)

We visit the picturesque town of Fowey with its quaint narrow streets and
stunning harbour views, designated as an area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty. Its natural harbour is a haven for yachtsmen while also busy as a
working port exporting cornwall’s china clay. We continue via St Austell to
the smugglers haunt of mevagissey with its maze of narrow alleyways,
colour washed houses and small coves, described as a true cornish Gem.

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Sunday 17 November

5 days

£289

Monday 03 February

5 days

£259

Supplement: Single Room £40

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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SANDBANKS & THE DORSET cOAST
Sandbanks is a small sandy peninsula located near Poole Harbour,
known as ‘Millionaire’s Row’ and home to some of the most expensive
and exclusive houses in the UK. The peninsula is little more than a
kilometre square jutting out across the mouth of Poole Harbour, one
of the largest and most scenic natural harbours in the world.

BOURNEmOUTH
The popular resort of Bournemouth has been attracting visitors since
its birth back in the 19th century. Essentially Victorian in character
Bournemouth is justly described as the Garden City of the South with
over 2000 acres of superb parks and gardens. There are miles of level
seafront with golden beaches for those relaxing strolls and a superb
pier offering stunning views across the bay.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
A visit to Portsmouth, the flagship of maritime England whose attractions
include the Historic Dockyard with those famous ships HmS Victory, HmS
Warrior, and the mary Rose which was raised from the Solent in 1982 and
now housed in a new purpose built museum. The Spinnaker Tower is a
170 metre tall visitor attraction where you can ‘walk on air’ and enjoy
breath-taking views over the South coast.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
A full day to the popular resort of Bournemouth, essentially Victorian in
character and justly described as the Garden city of the South with over
2000 acres of superb parks and gardens. There are miles of level seafront
with golden beaches and a superb pier from where there are stunning
views across the bay.
A short day to the medieval city of Salisbury with its quaint historic
streets and alleyways, charming half-timbered buildings, award-winning
museums, plus its magnificent medieval cathedral boasting the tallest
spire in Britain and Europe's oldest working clock.
We take a morning drive to Dorchester, the county town of Dorset
renowned as the home of the famous novelist Thomas Hardy. We return to
Poole, maybe visit the Poole museum and the pottery shop, stroll around
the quay and the old town or take a boat trip around Poole Harbour.

OCEAN BEACH HOTEL HHH
Situated on the seafront
overlooking Bournemouth Bay, just
a short walk from the town centre
and beaches. Amenities include an
outdoor swimming pool, cafe and
lounge with a terrace plus a
restaurant. All bedrooms feature television, telephone, hairdryer & tea and
coffee making facilities. lift available.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast

SANDBANKS HOTEL HHHH
The Sandbanks Hotel is situated in
one of England’s most enviable
seaside locations, directly beside the
beach offering fine views of
Brownsea Island and the Purbecks.
Facilities include the Seaview Restaurant, Sandbanks & Terrace Bars, plus
swimming pool, steam room, sauna and gym. All bedrooms feature TV, Wi-Fi,
hairdryer and tea & coffee tray. lift available but does not service the 3rd floor.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 04 November*

5 days

£289

Monday 20 January

5 days

£229

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 10 February

5 days

£239

Sunday 01 March

5 days

£329

Supplement: Single Room £nil (limited availability)
*Turkey & Tinsel Package
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© Flickr_Charles D P Miller

A short day to the magnificent medieval city of Salisbury where
attractions include quaint historic streets and alleyways, charming halftimbered buildings, plus its magnificent medieval cathedral boasting the
tallest spire in Britain and Europe's oldest working clock. It stands in a
large medieval close where you will also find award-winning museums.

Supplements: Single Room £40 / Harbour View Room £30 / Sea
View Room £60

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk
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ISlE OF WIGHT
Just a short ferry crossing on Solent Water will take you to the
delightful diamond shaped Isle of Wight, a great place to visit at any
time of the year with its wonderful mild climate, described as a real
UK gem. The island has a diverse range of landscapes with miles of
beautiful unspoilt coastline, dramatic cliffs, award-winning beaches
and picturesque villages. Sandown is the largest resort on the island
located in the centre of Sandown Bay with its golden sand beach and
esplanade plus its long Victorian Pier. Join us on this relaxing Winter
Break and enjoy some great inclusions at the popular Trouville Hotel.
EXCURSION INCLUDED
A full day excursion travelling along the island’s south coast via Ventnor
and Brighstone to Alum Bay to see the unusual multi coloured sand cliffs
and spectacular views of the Trinity lighthouse and Needles Rocks, the
Island’s most famous landmark. This row of three distinctive chalk stacks
is said to be one of the most photographed groups of rocks in the world.
We then continue on via Yarmouth to the resort of cowes, the yachting
capital that is renowned for hosting the oldest and biggest sailing regatta
in Britain. We return to Sandown via Godshill, the quintessential English
village with its delightful thatched cottages and hill-top medieval church.
TROUVILLE HOTEL HHH
The Trouville is centrally situated
directly opposite the beach in the centre
of the seafront with panoramic views
over Sandown Bay. Facilities include a
restaurant, bar and lounge, a large
ballroom where entertainment is
featured, plus four lanes of short mat bowls. All bedrooms (except singles)
have a sea view and feature flat screen TV, telephone, hairdryer and
hospitality tray. lift available.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Three drinks vouchers
4 live entertainment on two nights
4 Afternoon tea dance
4 Programme of activities at the hotel
4 Return Solent ferry crossings

The unspoilt and elegant seaside resort of Eastbourne nestles under
the Sussex Downs sheltered by the UK’s highest chalk sea cliffs. The
resort has an excellent year round mild climate and sunshine record
and is distinguished by its lovely wide promenade where you can sit
and admire Eastbourne's exquisite Carpet Gardens for which the resort
is well renowned. The town centre has a good variety of shops to
explore plus museums, cinemas and a magnificent Victorian Pier.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
We take a drive via dramatic Beachy Head and the Sussex coast to
Regency Brighton where attractions include the Royal Pavilion, an
extraordinary oriental building housing some impressive artworks. Stroll
along the beachfront and the Palace Pier, explore the Brighton lanes'
historic quarter with its maze of twisting alleyways and independent
shops and boutiques. You may also wish to take to the skies on the
i360 – glide up gently to 138 metres on the world’s tallest moving
observation tower.
We journey into 1066 country via Pevensey Bay and the picturesque
abbey town of Battle, the site of the Battle of Hastings, we then
continue to the ancient cinque Port of Rye with its enchanting cobbled
streets. We return via Hastings and its delightful Old Town with its
quaint narrow streets, also renowned as the location for filming the
TV series "Foyles War".
YORK HOUSE HOTEL HHH
This elegant Victorian hotel is in a
superb location just 400 yards from
Eastbourne pier and a short walk from
the town centre. Facilities include a
restaurant and bar/lounge area plus an
indoor swimming pool. All bedrooms
feature satellite TV, Wi-Fi, hairdryer,
telephone and tea & coffee making facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 24 February

5 days

£279

Supplement: Single Room £nil (limited availability)

EASTBOURNE

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 04 November

5 days

£269

Monday 09 March

5 days

£279

Supplements: Single Room £80 / Sea View Room twin/double £30

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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WARNER lEISURE HOTElS
Some of the striking properties in the Warner Leisure Hotels portfolio are impressive Grade I and II listed buildings, while others
are remarkable for their breath-taking countryside locations. All hotels are exclusively for adults and feature stylish
accommodation, beautifully manicured gardens plus an extensive range of leisure facilities.
During the daytime you’ll find an excellent selection of activities to
enjoy along with a choice of expertly planned optional excursions
to nearby places of interest. You’ll also dine on delicious buffet
breakfasts and three-course meals during your stay, and as the sun
goes down, all you need to do is sit back, relax and enjoy the
fabulous live entertainment.

As part of your Warner Holiday, you can enjoy the following:
4 Stylish accommodation with included dinner & breakfast

4 Delicious, high quality food, all lovingly prepared by a team of
professional chefs
4 A fantastic range of leisure facilities and activities to choose
from

4 Dazzling live cabaret, music and entertainment each evening
4 A choice of expertly planned optional excursions (cost not
included)

HOlmE lAcY HOUSE – HEREFORD
Set in wonderfully manicured parkland in the heart of the Wye Valley
this fabulous country mansion evokes the elegance of days gone by
combining graceful grandeur with a relaxed and intimate atmosphere.
A grade I listed mansion dating back to the 17th century, with ornate
ceilings, sweeping staircases and magnificent stately drawing rooms.
OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS
Full Day Gloucester Quays / Full Day Worcester / Half Day Hereford
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 25 November**

5 days

£359

Monday 10 February

5 days

£269

**Turkey & Tinsel Package
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NIDD HAll – HARROGATE
Built in the grandest Baronial Style, parts of this grade II listed
Georgian Hall date back to the 14th century. The house is surrounded
by 45 acres of beautiful gardens and lawns that culminate in an
ornamental lake. A truly pretty place set in the heart of Yorkshire at
the gateway to the delightful Dales.
OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS
Full Day York / Half Day Harrogate
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 27 January

5 days

£259

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

AlVASTON HAll – NANTWIcH
Alvaston is an elegant Grade II listed Victorian half-timbered house set
in 41 acres of beautiful Cheshire countryside. This hotel is a
picturesque medley of architectural styles and has recently had £12m
invested and offers refurbished bedrooms and a new Cabaret Diner.

A Grade 1 listed Tudor property set in 113 acres of gardens and rolling
parkland, located at Hungerford in the Royal County of Berkshire. The
elegant architecture and stunning parkland setting makes it easy to
see why Henry VIII thought it the perfect place to court Jane Seymour.
Experience the tranquillity of the Cromwellian chapel, plus the Long
Gallery, Dutch Parlour and the Chinese Drawing Room.

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS
Full Day liverpool / Full Day Shrewsbury / Half Day chester

OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS
Full Day Bath / Full Day Windsor / Full Day Oxford

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 06 January

5 days

£229

Monday 24 February

5 days

£279

cRIcKET ST. THOmAS –
SOmERSET
A delightful 19th century mansion set in the heart of Somerset
amongst 160 acres of lakes, cascades and gardens. It has historical
links to Lord Nelson and was featured in the TV series ‘To the Manor
Born’. Historic features include the Grand Hall and sweeping staircase,
plus a lovely oak panelled dining room.
OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS
Full Day Dorchester & Weymouth / Full Day Sidmouth / Half Day Taunton

mI D W EEK TOU RS

lITTlEcOTE HOUSE – BERKSHIRE

THORESBY HAll –
NOTTINGHAmSHIRE
Thoresby is a magnificent Victorian country house standing in
immaculate extensive grounds at Newark on the edge of Sherwood
Forest. Both intricate and beautiful, the ornate architecture of
Thoresby Hall is truly stunning. Explore this Grade 1 listed mansion and
experience the grandeur of the Great Hall and elegant State Rooms.
OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS
Full Day lincoln / Full Day Nottingham

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 16 December

5 days

£249

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 02 March

5 days

£299

Monday 13 January

5 days

£289

SINAH WARREN – HAmPSHIRE
Sinah Warren Character Hotel, located on Hampshire’s Hayling Island
overlooking the beautiful Langstone Harbour. Originally a 15th
Century health farm run by monks, the property is now an excellent
hotel with numerous amenities including heated swimming pool, spa,
sauna, steam room and a wide range of fun activities. Based in a
lovely seaside location, it’s the ideal spot to recharge the batteries
and enjoy the tranquil English coast.
OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS
Full Day Portsmouth / Full Day chichester
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 09 March

5 days

£299

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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lOcH lOmOND & GlASGOW
Loch Lomond & the Trossachs National Park are one of the most
beautiful sights in Scotland, renowned for its beauty, tranquillity and
magnificent landscapes. At the heart of the park is Loch Lomond itself,
measuring 23 miles long and five miles across, it is the single largest
expanse of fresh water in Great Britain. This relaxing break explores
the epic beauty of Loch Lomond and the captivating scenery of the
Trossachs in addition to discovering the charms of the city of Glasgow.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
We drive into the beautiful Trossachs, a delightful area of lochs and
mountains that is known as ‘Scotland in miniature’. We stop at the popular
little town of Aberfoyle, then continue on via loch Katrine to callander, a
bustling tourist town situated on the River Teith, often described as the
gateway to the Highlands. In the afternoon we visit Stirling, the site of
Scotland’s great battles of independence. Some free time here to maybe
visit the castle and see the Wallace monument, and explore the old town
with its 19th century jail.
We visit the city of Glasgow, renowned for its outstanding Victorian
architecture. Savour the splendour of Scotland's best known architect
charles Rennie mackintosh, whose style adorns many unique attractions
throughout the city. Galleries and museums are in abundance here with a
choice of over 20 including the renowned Burrell collection and most with
free admission. Explore the city’s Waterfront and perhaps take a
sightseeing tour on an open top bus.
We call at the loch lomond Shores Visitor centre where there will be an
opportunity to take a cruise on the loch, regarded as the Queen of the
Scottish lochs. We then continue along the shores of the loch to the
picturesque village of luss, the location for the Scottish TV daytime soap
opera ‘Take the High Road’.
WINNOCK HOTEL HHH
This charming old family run hotel takes
centre stage on the green in the
conservation village of Drymen.
Sensitively extended and refurbished it
retains its traditional bars and log fires and
offers a warm and friendly atmosphere. All
bedrooms feature satellite TV, telephone and tea & coffee tray. Please note
there is no lift at the hotel but ground floor rooms are available.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Glass of wine with dinner
4 Free drinks for three hours each night (selected brands)
4 live entertainment on two nights
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Known as the ‘Gateway to the Islands’ Oban is without doubt one of
Scotland’s most popular holiday resorts situated in a lovely sheltered
bay in the Western Highlands with Victorian villas and hotels lining
the esplanade and harbour. The views of the mountains, lochs and
islands have captivated artists, authors and poets for centuries and in
the town itself there are many attractions including a distillery, Oban
Glass, the Cathedral of St. Columba and McCaig's Tower and Museum.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
A full day commencing with a drive along the shores of loch linnhe to the
popular resort of Fort William, nestling beneath the mighty Ben Nevis. Here
there will be an opportunity to take a gondola ride into the Nevis Range,
Britain’s only mountain gondola that will transport you from 300ft up to
2150ft on the north face of Aonach mor, the eighth highest mountain in
Britain. Enjoy the scenic ride and the stunning views of the Scottish
Highlands, including the Great Glen, Ben Nevis and surrounding areas.
We travel to the shores of loch Awe and visit the ‘Hollow mountain’ one of
the country's most amazing engineering achievements. Enjoy a guided
mini bus tour of this unique power station built in a massive cavern, said
to be high enough to house the Tower of london! From here we continue
to Inveraray, one of Scotland's most beautiful historic towns that is home
to a spectacular Gothic style castle and the Inveraray Jail living museum
with its costumed characters that bring the old courtroom and former
county prison back to life.
ROYAL HOTEL HHH
Originally built in 1895 the 3 Star Royal
Hotel stands in the centre of the town
close to the harbour and ferry terminal.
Facilities include a restaurant, bistro
and a lounge bar. All bedrooms feature
tea & coffee making facilities, hairdryer,
iron & board and TV. lift available.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Three drinks vouchers per person per day (selected brands)
4 A guided tour of the cruachan Hollow mountain

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 20 January

5 days

£259

Supplement: Single Room £80

OBAN BAY & THE HOllOW
mOUNTAIN

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 23 March

5 days

£279

Supplement: Single Room £70

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk
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FORT WIllIAm, lOcH NESS
& THE WEST HIGHlAND lINE
The beautiful Western Highlands really are the Scotland of your
imagination. The region holds much of the mainland’s most spectacular
scenery with towering mountains, mysterious lochs and enchanting
misty isles, all begging to be explored. To discover this wonderful area
we’ll stay in the popular resort of Fort William, nestled on the shores of
Loch Linnhe with mighty Ben Nevis as a dramatic backdrop. A highlight
of this holiday will be a journey on the scenic West Highland Line,
considered by many to be the most picturesque rail journey in the world.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
We take a short drive to see the impressive Neptunes Staircase, an
incredible feat of engineering built by Thomas Telford between 1803 and
1822. This amazing flight of eight locks on the caledonian canal is the
longest staircase lock in Scotland. We then travel into the Nevis Range and
experience stunning views from onboard the UK’s only mountain Gondola.
Today we enjoy a spectacular train journey from Fort William to mallaig –
described as one of the greatest railway journeys in the world, travelling
through an awe-inspiring landscape of mountains, steep-sided lochs, and
heather moors. Upon arrival at mallaig you will have some time to explore
this harbour town boasting impressive views across to The Isle of Skye.
We will then travel back to Fort William along the scenic "Road to the Isles".
A tour guide will also accompany us on this excursion to share interesting
insights and local knowledge of the landmarks and sublime landscapes.
We discover the mysterious waters of loch Ness, one of the country’s most
famous lochs thanks to its legendary monster, Nessie. We’ll travel to the
scenic hamlet of Fort Augustus from where we board a boat for a relaxing
cruise to absorb the breath-taking vista of the loch in all its natural wonder.
ALEXANDRA HOTEL HHH
conveniently located in the centre of Fort
William. Facilities include two restaurants and a
bar, plus lounge areas with welcoming open fires.
All bedrooms feature satellite TV, telephone,
hairdryer and tea & coffee tray. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Three drinks voucher per person per day (selected brands)
4 Single journey on the West Highland line
4 cruise on loch Ness
4 Return journey on the Nevis Range mountain Gondola
4 Services of a tour guide

Scotland's ancient capital for five centuries, the 'Fair City' of Perth is
beautifully situated on the banks of the River Tay, and today is the
country's newest city. Bustling and compact Perth is described as a
sparkling cosmopolitan gem with a multitude of places to visit.
Nestled between two sprawling public parks, the elegant Georgian
townhouses, cobbled streets and medieval spires of Perth hark back
to its long and prosperous past boasting ancient monuments and an
array of art galleries and museums.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
Enjoy some magnificent Perthshire scenery as we travel via loch Earn and
Glen Ogle to Killin where we see the Falls of Dochart, then along the
shores of loch Tay to Aberfeldy where we stop for lunch. In the afternoon
we visit Pitlochry where you can browse around the centre with its unique
choice of shops selling Scottish specialities and maybe take a walk to see
the Hydro Electric Dam and its famous Salmon ladder.
We visit the city of Dundee, home of the RRS Discovery, the ship that took
captain Scott and Sir Ernest Shackleton on their first incredible expedition
to Antarctica. We then continue to the town of St Andrews where Prince
William and Kate middleton met whilst studying at the university. A lovely
coastal resort that is home to one of the world's most famous golf courses
and a delight to explore with its quaint cobbled streets, impressive
medieval ruins, stately university buildings and idyllic white sands.
SALUTATION HOTEL HHH
One of Scotland’s oldest hotels that
has been welcoming guests since
1699 and one of the most famous
patrons is reputed to be Bonnie
Prince charlie who stayed there in
1745. Today the Salutation
combines traditional hospitality with modern comforts to make your stay a
relaxing and memorable one. Hotel facilities include a wood-panelled
reception area, the Adam dining room, and the Reid’s lounge bar. All
bedrooms have private bathroom, hairdryer, telephone, TV and tea & coffee
making facilities. lift to most bedrooms.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Three drinks vouchers per person per day (selected brands)

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 30 March

5 days

£319

Supplement: Single Room £70

ScENIc PERTHSHIRE

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 24 February

5 days

£259

Supplement: Single Room £70

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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WE lS H mI D WEEK

ROYAl mINT, PENDERYN
& BREcON RAIlWAY
TENBY & PEmBROKESHIRE
Tenby is one of the prettiest and most popular resorts in Wales,
uniquely attractive with its pastel coloured buildings, narrow cobbled
streets, fortified medieval walls, golden beaches and a picturesque
harbour that is one of the most photographed views in Wales.
Attractions include the 13th-century town walls, the Five Arches
Barbican, the 15th-century St. Mary's Church, the Tudor Merchant's
House museum and the Pembrokeshire coastal path.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
We travel west around the coast to the historic town of Pembroke with its
magnificent Norman castle, then continue via St Brides Bay to the city of
St. David’s, situated on the far south-west coast. Named after the patron
saint of Wales, St David’s is technically a city due to its magnificent 12th
century cathedral but actually is an attractive village set amongst
beautiful coastal scenery. We return to Tenby via Fishguard and the
Preseli Hills.
morning visit to Narbeth with its colourful high street featuring unique
independent shops selling a whole range of exquisite items from fine art
to fine food. We then continue to laugharne, the former home of Dylan
Thomas, Wales’ most famous poet and writer. We return to Tenby via
Pendine Sands where Sir malcolm campbell set his famous world land
speed records.
GlLTAR HOTEL HHH
The Giltar hotel is situated on the
Esplanade in Tenby overlooking South
Beach, with stunning views of caldey
Island. All bedrooms feature television,
telephone, Wi-Fi, hairdryer and tea & coffee
making facilities. The hotel also features a
restaurant and bar area. lift available.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Sunday 09 February

5 days

£319

Supplement: Single Room £nil (limited availability)
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This four day break to South Wales will feature some popular and
interesting inclusions which are some of the regions’ top attractions.
Enjoy a guided tour of the Royal Mint and gain unprecedented access
to discover the people and events behind the coins in your pocket.
We also visit Penderyn Distillery where you can enjoy a guided tour
and learn about the history of whisky making in Wales. Finally we
take a ride on the Brecon Mountain Railway to see the stunning
scenery of the Brecon Beacons.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
An interesting visit to the Royal mint at llantrisant where we have a
guided tour and go behind the scenes at the world’s leading export mint
to follow the journey of a coin, from a blank to a bank. Experience the
sights, sounds and smells of thousands of glistening coins, hot off the
press to the precision striking of over 700 coins per minute. Following our
visit enjoy some free time to explore in cardiff.
We drive up through the Rhondda Valley to Penderyn for a visit to the
whisky distillery, located in the foothills of the Brecon Beacons. A tour of
the distillery is included with some whisky tasting then we travel on to
nearby Pant and take our seats on the Brecon mountain Railway. Enjoy a
return ride on a vintage steam train into the National Park to see some
stunning views of the peaks of the Beacons across the Taf Fechan
reservoir.
HOLIDAY INN CITY CENTRE HHHH
The four star Holiday Inn is conveniently
located in the city centre between the
millennium Stadium and cardiff castle.
Facilities include the Junction Restaurant and
bar, plus the callaghan’s Sports Bar. All
bedrooms feature air-conditioning, satellite TV, telephone, trouser press, iron
& board, plus tea & coffee tray. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with breakfast
4 Guided tour of the Royal mint
4 Guided tour of the Penderyn distillery
4 Return journey on the Brecon mountain Railway
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 17 February

4 days

£239

Supplement: Single Room £50

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

IR IS H mI D WEEK

KIllARNEY cHRISTmAS cRAIcER
Join us on this great pre-Christmas break to Killarney and the Emerald
Isle and enjoy the ‘Craic’, Ireland’s renowned entertainment, fun and
laughter. During our stay at the hugely popular Gleneagle Hotel there
will be an included mulled wine reception and Gala Christmas Banquet,
plus an afternoon drinks reception and sing along. Situated in Ireland’s
south west corner the Killarney National Park has a delightful blend of
mountains, lakes, and waterfalls that combine to make it one of the
Emerald Isle’s principal tourist destinations. Here the ‘Jarveys’ take
their horse drawn ‘jaunting cars’ through the narrow streets and
byways, as they have done since Victorian times. Amongst the many
attractions are Ross Castle, Muckross House & Gardens and the
Folklife Museum.
EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
We tour the spectacular ‘Ring of Kerry’, regarded as the most beautiful and
renowned day tour in Ireland. We follow the coast road around the Iveragh
Peninsula and through constantly changing vistas of beautiful seascapes,
mountains, beaches and cliffs, and traditional villages where time has
stood still.
Enjoy another day of scenic delight as we drive around the rugged ‘Dingle
Peninsula’. We travel around Tralee Bay to Dingle, a thriving colourful
fishing port backed by the Brandon mountains. On then around Slea Head,
Europe’s most westerly point whose unsurpassed beauty was the setting
for the epic film Ryan’s Daughter.
GLENEAGLE HOTEL HHH
Enjoy top class cabaret and
entertainment every night at this
excellent hotel, situated in
landscaped gardens on the outskirts
of Killarney. Facilities include two
restaurants, a ballroom, the chestnut Tree Bar, residents bar, plus a
swimming pool and gym. All bedrooms feature satellite TV, Wi-Fi, telephone,
hairdryer and tea & coffee tray. lift available to most rooms.
INCLUSIONS
4 Four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Gala Banquet on one evening
4 live entertainment and dancing every night
4 An afternoon sing along and drinks reception
4 Return Irish Sea crossings between Holyhead and Dublin

Located on the banks of the River Suir in picturesque Southern
Ireland, charming Waterford is Ireland’s oldest city with a history that
dates back to Viking times. It was also the first city to declare St
Patrick’s Day a national holiday and every year on the 17th March it
hosts a vibrant St Patrick’s Day celebration featuring a traditional
parade along with music, concerts and performances across the
festival, all combining to create a wonderful party atmosphere.
ITINERARY
Day One: We travel to Holyhead for our Irish Sea crossing to Dublin. We
then continue to Waterford and the popular Treacy’s Hotel where we stay
for the next three nights.
Day Two: A day at leisure to relax and explore Waterford. Ireland’s oldest
city tells its fascinating story at the Waterford Treasures, an interactive
and high-tech museum on merchants Quay where you can hear the story
of the city and see craft workers and historic treasures. In the afternoon
enjoy the celebrations and great atmosphere when the St Patrick’s Day
Festival Parade commences.
Day Three: This morning we visit the world-famous House of Waterford
crystal for a guided tour of the manufacturing facility. You will hear and see
in detail exactly how the stunning crystal is made, enjoy demonstrations
from master craftsmen, and learn all about crystal making from modern day
back to its beginnings in 1783. We then continue to Kilkenny, known as 'the
marble city' with quaint narrow lanes and historic buildings, a medieval
castle plus a host of craft workshops, cafes, pubs and shops.
Day Four: This morning we check-out and travel back to Dublin for our
afternoon return sailing to Holyhead and home to North Wales.
TREACYS HOTEL HHH
Situated in a prime city centre
location overlooking the River Suir.
Facilities include the crokers
Restaurant, the Timbertoes bar,
plus a 20 metre swimming pool,
sauna, jacuzzi, steam & drench showers, exercise studio, plus a range of spa
and beauty treatments. All bedrooms feature TV, internet access, hairdryer,
telephone, iron & board plus tea & coffee tray. lift available.
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
4 Return Irish Sea crossings between Holyhead and Dublin

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 11 November

5 days

£389

Supplement: Single Room £100

ST PATRIcK’S IN WATERFORD

DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Monday 16 March

4 days

£269

Supplement: Single Room £70

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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cO NT IN ENTAl

lIllE & GHENT cITY BREAK
A super value continental break to Medieval Lille in Northern France, a very popular city break destination that offers a tantalising mix of French
and Flemish culture with busy pavement cafés, great markets plus world class museums and galleries including the Palais des Beaux-Arts housing
a huge collection of works, second only to the Louvre. This charming city has some wonderful architecture with the cobbled streets of the Old
Quarter to explore plus stylish shopping, some excellent dining options and great nightlife.
ITINERARY
Day One: Early morning departure for our journey south to Dover and a
channel ferry crossing to calais, then on to the city of lille and the central
Novotel where we stay for three nights. Time then to enjoy dinner in one
of the many restaurants and bistros, then maybe sample the city nightlife.
Day Two: A full day at leisure to explore the delights of lille, make the
most of the extensive shopping opportunities, perhaps take a city tour to
see the main sights and monuments and discover the history of lille.
listed as a World Heritage Site by UNEScO the Town Hall with its 104
metre belfry dominates the city and offers some spectacular views from
the top.
Day Three: A further day at leisure in lille or join us for a visit to the
delightful Belgian city of Ghent. On arrival there will be an opportunity to
enjoy a sightseeing cruise around the city canals. Graslei and Korenlei are
the main quays, unique rows of historical buildings with elegant facades
representing different architectural styles. The medieval castle built back
in 1180 overlooks the city, a moated fortress that tells the story of
Ghent’s turbulent history. Another main attraction is St Bavo’s cathedral, a
majestic building containing a Romanesque crypt, and Gothic tower, richly
decorated inside with unique paintings.
Day Four: We return to calais for a channel ferry crossing back to Dover
and on home to North Wales.

NOVOTEL LILLE CENTRE GARES HHHH
The four star Novotel lille centre is located in an excellent position just a
few minutes’ walk from the Euralille Shopping complex and the city centre.
The reception, bar and restaurant are bright and contemporary and there is
also an outdoor Terrace where you can relax and enjoy a drink. All
bedrooms are air-conditioned and feature satellite TV, Wi-Fi, hairdryer and
tea & coffee making facilities. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with breakfast
4 Return channel ferry crossings
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Friday 21 February

4 days

£219

Supplement: Single Room £30
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For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

cO NT IN ENTAl

mEDIEVAl BRUGGE
This beautifully preserved Flemish gem is undoubtedly one of the prettiest and most perfectly preserved medieval cities in Europe whose
prosperity reached a peak in the 13th & 14th centuries, through the manufacture and trading of high-quality textiles. All this wealth left an
impressive legacy of medieval town-houses and architectural masterpieces like the Gothic-style Town Hall and the magnificent 13th Century
Belfry where the ascent to its summit is rewarded with magnificent panoramic views.
ITINERARY
Day One: Early departure for our journey south to Folkestone and through
the Eurotunnel to France. We then continue on to Belgium and the
Academie Hotel in the delightful city of Brugge.
Day Two: A day at leisure to discover the delights of this wonderful
medieval city. Perhaps take a horse-drawn carriage ride to discover
historic churches, picturesque cobbled streets and those irresistible lace
and chocolate shops or maybe take a boat trip along the stunning winding
canals and enjoy the peace and tranquillity of the city that has been
dubbed ‘The Venice of the North’.
Day Three: A further day at leisure in Brugge or join us for a drive through
the Flanders countryside to the Tyne cot memorial before continuing to
Artillery Wood cemetery where the famous Welsh poet Hedd Wyn is
buried. You will also have an opportunity to see the Welsh National
memorial at langemark. We then continue into Ypres, a town with strong
associations with the First World War. Highlights here include the cloth
Hall and the ‘In Flanders Fields museum’, plus the famous menin Gate,
placed there in honour of those who perished and where each evening the
last Post is sounded at 20:00. We return to Brugge after the last Post.

© Flickr – Bjoern von Thuelen

Day Four: We leave Brugge and return to the Eurotunnel terminal at calais
for our journey back to Folkestone and home to North Wales.

ACADEMIE HOTEL HHHH
The four star Academie Hotel is situated right in the historic “golden
triangle” of Brugge, just 50 metres from the famous minnewater and with
easy access on foot to the city centre. The stylish rooms all feature airconditioning, telephone and satellite TV. Other facilities include a restaurant
and bar, plus a lovely winter garden and terrace. lift to all floors.
Due to restrictions placed upon coaches and large vehicles in Brugge,
only coaches dropping off/collecting passengers with luggage to/from
their hotel are allowed access to the inner city. For all excursion days,
passengers will be required to walk to the Kanaaleiland coach park
(approx. 15 minute walk).
INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with breakfast
4 Return Eurotunnel journeys
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Thursday 19 March

4 days

£279

Supplement: Single Room £100

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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cO NT IN ENTAl

AmIENS, ROUEN & THE NORmANDY cOAST
Join us on a Springtime getaway to Northern France based in Amiens, an attractive city nestled on the banks of the Somme with a delightful
medieval district, cosy riverside cafes and a stunning cathedral – the largest Gothic church in France and an UNESCO World Heritage site.
As part of this short break we’ll explore vibrant Rouen, a picturesque city well known as the site of Joan of Arc’s demise with a beautifully
preserved medieval quarter, excellent museums and energetic cultural life. We’ll also discover some of the region’s stunning coast with a visit
to the charming port town of Honfleur, home to one of the prettiest harbours in all of France.
ITINERARY
Day One: Early departure for our journey south to Dover and a Eurotunnel
crossing to calais. We then continue on to Amiens and where we stay for
the next three nights. This evening maybe take a stroll through the mostly
pedestrianised city centre and along the River Somme, then settle down
in one of the many bistros.
Day Two: This morning we head to Rouen where we will be joined by a
guide for a walking tour to discover the secrets and stories of the city’s
sights and landmarks. The remainder of the day will then be at leisure to
explore the delightful historical centre with its half-timbered houses and
architectural treasures such as the soaring Notre Dame cathedral, St Ouen
Abbey, the Palais de Justice and the church of St. Joan of Arc whose design
represents the pyre on which she perished in 1431. Another main
attraction is the amazing Gros Horloge, a huge astronomical clock dating
back to the 16th century beautifully set within a Renaissance arch.
Day Three: Today we visit Honfleur, one of Normandy’s most picturesque
old ports set on the estuary of the River Seine. Artists have always been
attracted to Honfleur and the delightful Vieux Bassin with its boats, quays
and tall slate fronted waterside buildings, plus the lively old streets lined
with quaint timber and stone houses. Take a stroll around and perhaps
visit some of the museums and the church of St catherine which was built
entirely from wood by local ship carpenters.

MERCURE AMIENS CATHEDRAL HHHH
conveniently located in the heart of Amiens near the spectacular cathedral
with many shops and restaurants nearby. Facilities include complimentary
Wi-Fi plus a restaurant and cocktail bar. Bedrooms are equipped with airconditioning, satellite TV, in-room safe and tea & coffee making facilities.
lift to all floors.

Day Four: We return to calais for our Eurotunnel crossing back to Dover
and home to North Wales.

© Flickr - Lawrence OP

INCLUSIONS
4 Three nights accommodation with breakfast
4 Guided walking tour of Rouen
4 Return Eurotunnel journeys
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DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Thursday 05 March

4 days

£319

Supplement: Single Room £120

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

cO NT IN ENTAl

SPEcTAcUlAR lAKE GARDA
Garda is the largest of the Italian Lakes stretching between the majestic Alps and the Dolomites with spectacular scenery ranging from low-lying
countryside on its southern shores, rising to cliffs and pine forests in the north. Riva del Garda is a very popular resort in a stunning location at
the northern tip of the lake overshadowed by dramatic mountains. The charming Old Town is centred around a 12th century fortress and clock
tower with a maze of quaint narrow streets full of inviting little shops and pavement cafés to sit and watch the world go by. We’ll have some time
at leisure to unwind in Riva, in addition to discovering some of the region’s best destinations including the famous city of Verona, immensely
picturesque Sirmione and the beautiful spa town of Merano.
ITINERARY
Day One: We depart in the early hours and journey south to Folkestone
for our Eurotunnel crossing to calais, then continue south through
Belgium and into Germany for an overnight stay at Saarbrucken.

Day Eight: We continue north to calais for our return Eurotunnel journey
to Folkestone and on home to North Wales.

Day Two: We travel on via Stuttgart and Ulm into Austria and across the
Fern Pass, then on past Innsbruck and the spectacular Brenner Pass to
reach lake Garda and the Hotel Savoy Palace at Riva Del Garda where we
stay for five nights.
Day Three: A day at leisure to relax and explore Riva del Garda.
Day Four: A visit to Verona, one of Italy’s oldest cities famous for its
Opera festivals performed in its perfectly preserved Roman Arena in the
centre of the city. See the famous Juliet's balcony as immortalised in
Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet and the lovely Piazza delle Erbe with its
14th century fountain, surrounded by magnificent medieval buildings and
towers. Recently awarded the status of a "World Heritage Site", Verona
also has a unique range of art-works and monuments within the city walls.
Day Five: We visit the quaint lakeside resort of lazise, a medieval walled
town with a myriad of pretty, cobbled winding streets, lined with small
boutique shops, cafés and typical stores selling local fare. We continue on
to delightful Sirmione, uniquely located at the end of a peninsula.
Sirmione is one of lake Garda’s oldest and most popular resorts famous
for its medieval centre, moated castle and lovely piazzas.
Day Six: Today we take a drive into the Western Dolomites to visit
merano, one of the most beautiful spa towns in the South Tyrol. Explore
the vibrant centre, stroll along the flower lined promenade and perhaps
take the chair lift for some fine views.
Day Seven: leaving lake Garda this morning we travel to the St Gotthard
tunnel which takes us into Switzerland, then on via the beautiful Swiss
Alps, lake lucerne and Basel to reach Saarbrucken for another
overnight stay.

HOTEL SAVOY PALACE HHHH
conveniently located in a quiet position just 900 metres from the historic
centre of Riva and 150 metres from the lake. Facilities include indoor &
outdoor swimming pools, restaurant, lounge and piano bar. All bedrooms
have a balcony and feature air-conditioning, satellite TV, Wi-Fi, telephone,
safe, hairdryer, bathrobe and slippers. lift to all floors.
INCLUSIONS
4 Two nights accommodation with breakfast in Saarbrucken
4 Five nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast in Riva Del Garda
4 Return Eurotunnel journeys
DEPARTURE

DAYS

PRICE

Sunday 22 March

8 days

£529

Supplement: Single Room £160

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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HO lI DAY T R AVEl I NSU RANcE

HOLIDAY INSURANCE

SIGNIFICANT OR UNUSUAL LIMITATIONS OR WHAT IS NOT COVERED

Whilst it’s not a condition of booking that you take out a holiday insurance policy for
trips within the United Kingdom, we do strongly recommend that you do so, albeit it
doesn’t have to be the policy that we offer you. Even when you’re travelling within the
United Kingdom you are at risk of having to cancel your trip following illness, accident
or even unexpectedly being called up for jury service. In addition, if you find yourself in
a position where you require medical attention during your trip and can’t make your
scheduled return journey, the NHS doesn’t cover the cost of repatriation or additional
accommodation costs.

1.

The cover under this policy is only available to United Kingdom residents for travel
within the geographical limits contained in this policy and which begins and ends
in the United Kingdom. Repatriation will be to the United Kingdom only.

2.

Cover is only available for the whole duration of a booked trip to a maximum 15
consecutive days, and cover cannot be purchased once a trip has already begun.

3.

The excess amount deductible from a claim applies to each and every claim, per
incident claimed for, under certain sections by each insured person.

4.

If your money, valuables, any items of baggage, your passport or visa are lost or
stolen, you must notify the local Police within 24 hours of discovery or as soon as
possible thereafter. Please make sure you get a copy of the Police report. Failure
to comply may result in your claim being rejected or the amount of any relevant
claim reduced.

5.

You are not covered for valuables, your passport or visa if left unattended at any
time (including in a vehicle, in checked in luggage or while in the custody of a carrier,
tour operator or public transport operator) unless deposited in a hotel safe, safety
deposit box or left in your locked accommodation.

It is however a condition of booking that you take out a holiday insurance policy for trips
outside of the United Kingdom, albeit again it doesn’t have to be the policy that we offer
you. For the sake of good order a European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) is not a
substitute for a holiday insurance policy. The EHIC is a reciprocal health agreement only
and does not provide protection for such things as repatriation, additional
accommodation, cancellation or personal property or money.
A holiday insurance scheme is available for all passengers travelling on our holidays.
This scheme is arranged by Towergate Travel and is underwritten by ETI – International
Travel Protection (ERV), the UK branch of Europäische Reiseverscherung AG, who are
authorised by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BAFIN –
www.bafin.de) and approved by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA – www.fca.org.uk)
to undertake insurance business in the UK. Should you wish to take out this holiday
insurance please include the appropriate premium when booking your holiday.
INSURANCE POLICY PREMIUMS
UK Mainland
Duration

Europe

2 Days

N/A

£18.00

3 Days

£19.00

£32.00

4 Days

£26.00

£35.00

Stolen property: You are not covered for baggage stolen from:
a.

an unattended coach/bus unless it was locked in the luggage compartment
of the coach/bus and evidence of force or violent entry to the vehicle is
available, or

b.

the passenger compartment of any unattended vehicle.

RESIDENCY
The cover under this policy is only available to United Kingdom residents being defined
as any person who is staying in or has lived in the United Kingdom for more than 12
months, or if studying or working in the United Kingdom for more than 6 months.

5 Days

£27.00

£39.00

HEALTH CONDITIONS

6 – 8 Days

£30.00

£45.00

You must be able to comply with the following conditions to have the full protection of
your policy. If you do not comply we may refuse to deal with any relevant claim or reduce
the amount of any relevant claim payment.

9 – 10 Days

N/A

£49.00

11 – 15 Days

N/A

£55.00

All insurance premium prices are per adult and are inclusive of 20% Insurance Premium
Tax.
DEMANDS AND NEEDS
This insurance policy will suit the demands and needs of an individual or group (where
applicable) who have no excluded medical condition(s), are travelling in countries
included within the policy terms and who wish to insure themselves against unforeseen
circumstances/events detailed in the cover section below. Subject to the terms,
conditions and maximum specified sums insured.
IMPORTANT
We will not provide you with advice about the suitability of this product for your individual
needs but will be happy to provide you with factual information.
We summarise below the details of the insurance cover provided which also includes
24-hour emergency service from Towergate Assistance. The following is a brief summary
of the cover available. Full details of the cover, conditions and exclusions will be
forwarded with your confirmation of booking. In any event you may ask for a specimen
copy of the policy wording before booking should you wish to examine this in advance.
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6.

SECTION
OF COVER

MAXIMUM SUMS INSURED
AND/OR BENEFITS PER PERSON

Cancellation

£3,000 (England, Scotland, Wales, Northern
• Nil Loss of Deposit
Ireland, Isles of Scilly, Isle of Man, Channel Islands • £50 Cancellation
& Europe)

Travel Delay (Northern
Ireland, Isles of Scilly,
Isle of Man, Channel
Islands & Europe)

• £60 (£20 for the first 12-hours and then £10 for
each subsequent 12-hours of delay) Travel
Delay
• £3,000 Holiday Abandonment (after a delay of
12-hours)

If you are travelling within the United Kingdom You are not required to declare your
medical conditions. However, to be covered for any medical conditions you have or
have had, you must be able to answer NO to questions 1. to 4. and YES to questions
5. and 6. a) and b) below:
1.

Are you aware of any reason why the trip could be cancelled or cut short (such as
the health of a close relative)

2.

Are you travelling:

Missed Departure

• £100 England, Scotland & Wales
• Nil
• £300 Northern Ireland, Isles of Scilly, Isle of Man,
Channel Islands & Europe

Personal Accident

£15,000 (subject to age)

• Nil

Medical & Other
Expenses (including
Curtailment)

£5,000,000 Medical & Other Expenses (Isle of
Man, Channel Islands & Europe) / £1,500
Additional Accommodation, Repatriation & Travel
Expenses (England, Scotland, Wales, Northern
Ireland & Isles of Scilly) / £3,000 Curtailment
(England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland, Isles
of Scilly, Isle of Man, Channel Islands & Europe)

• £50

Hospital Benefit

£100 (England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland
& Isles of Scilly) / £450 (Isle of Man, Channel
Islands & Europe)

• Nil

Personal Property &
Personal Money

£1,500 Baggage / £250 (subject to age) Personal • Nil Delayed Baggage / £50
Money / £100 Delayed Baggage (after delay of 12
Personal Property & Money
hours)

Loss of Passport and /
or Visa

£200 (Isle of Man, Channel Islands & Europe)

• Nil

Personal Liability

£2,000,000

• Nil

Legal Expenses

£25,000

• Nil

against the advice of a medical practitioner, or

b)

for the purpose of obtaining medical treatment.

3.

Have you been given a terminal prognosis.

4.

Are you receiving or awaiting treatment for any bodily injury, illness or disease as a
hospital day case or in-patient.

5.

If you are on prescribed medication, are your medical condition(s) stable and well
controlled.

6.

If you suffer from stress, anxiety, depression or any other mental or nervous
disorder, have you received written confirmation (at your cost) that you are fit
enough to take this trip by either:

MAXIMUM
EXCESS PER
PERSON

• Nil Travel Delay
• £50 Holiday Abandonment

a)

a)

a registered mental health professional (if you are under the care of a
Community Mental Health Team), or

b)

a consultant specialising in the relevant field.

If you are travelling outside of the UK you must telephone MediScreen on 0344 892
1698 if anyone to be covered by this policy, or any person upon whose health the trip
depends:
1.

Has or has had a medical condition (excluding childhood and minor ailments not
requiring treatment).

2.

Is taking prescribed medication.

3.

Has or has had any medical condition still requiring periodic review.

4.

Is awaiting any tests, treatment, investigation, referral or the results of these.

MediScreen’s office hours are 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday excluding Bank Holidays.
CHANGE IN MEDICAL CIRCUMSTANCES AFTER THE DATE THE POLICY IS
ISSUED
You must notify MediScreen immediately of any changes in medical circumstances
arising between the date the policy is issued and the time of departure for the trip. You
may have to pay an additional premium to cover your medical conditions. This applies
to all destinations including trips solely within the United Kingdom (being defined as
England, Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and the Isles of Scilly).
Examples of these and other conditions and exclusions are contained within the policy
wording, a specimen copy of which is available upon request. If after purchasing a policy
from us should you find it does not meet your requirements, you have 14 days from the
date of receipt of the policy documents or before departure, whichever is less, to cancel
the policy and receive a full refund of your premium.
Arvonia Coaches Ltd is an Appointed Representative of ITC Compliance Limited who
are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (their firm reference is
313486) and which is permitted to advise on and arrange general insurance contracts.

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

Arvonia offer a wide range of pick up points in North Wales, please see the list below for your nearest pick up point. Please refer to your final travel documents for your confirmed pick up time(s).
All times given prior to this will be estimates and are subject to change.
In order for us to keep to schedule, it would be very much appreciated if you could be at your departure point at least ten minutes before your pick up time and that you are clearly visible to the driver.
Please note that feeder services do operate from certain departure points and mini buses or taxis may be used.

LLANBERIS s

LLANDEGAI

ST. ASAPH

LLANRUG

LLANFAIRFECHAN s

NORTHOP * * s

BETHEL

LLANDUDNO JCT.

EWLOE * *

FEEDER SERVICE TO/FROM LLANRUG

LLANDUDNO s

CHESTER * *

Y FELINHELI

PENRHYN BAY s

WREXHAM * * ##

LLANFAIRPWLL

RHOS ON SEA s

CHIRK * * ++

MENAI BRIDGE s

COLWYN BAY

OSWESTRY * * ++

BANGOR

ABERGELE

##
s

PENYGROES

PWLLHELI

CRICCIETH

BONTNEWYDD

CAERNARFON

* * Departure point not available for Irish tours
++ Departure point not available for Northbound tours

PORTHMADOG

FEEDER SERVICE TO/FROM
LLANFAIRPWLL
(except for Irish Tours)
HOLYHEAD

LLANGEFNI

VALLEY

GAERWEN

BRYNGWRAN

GWALCHMAI

HO lIDAY I NFOR mAT IO N

JOINING POINTS

Feeder service operates to Chester for Northbound tours
Departure point not available for tours of less than 4 days duration

(Please note that a supplement charge will apply for feeder services on tours of less than 5 days duration).

1
5
9
13
17
21
23
25
29
33
37
41
45
49

2
6
10
14
18
22
24
26
30
34
38
42
46
50

DR

3
7
11
15
19

4
8
12
16
20

27
31
35
39
43
47
51

28
32
36
40
44
48
52

WC

SEAT ALLOCATION
Requests for particular seats can be
made at the time of booking. All
allocations are made in order of
booking, therefore early booking is
advisable if you prefer seats near the
front of the coach. It is possible that
for operational reasons, a coach of
different seat configuration may be
used and we must therefore reserve
the right to re-allocate seats other
than those you have booked,
although this will be avoided as far
possible. We shall have no liability in
relation to any such change of
specification. Specific seats will not
be allocated on feeder coaches.

LUGGAGE
Please restrict your luggage to one medium sized suitcase per
person, maximum weight 20kg. A separate small bag can also
be taken for overnight hotels or ferries on continental holidays
(if preferred). Please note we cannot accept responsibility for
luggage or personal belongings carried or left on our coach,
feeder service, or sub-contracted vehicles.

and coffee making facilities, however it is very unusual for this
facility to be found in Continental hotels. All bedrooms are
allocated without any guarantee of views. Town centre hotels
particularly are often in built up areas with restricted views.
Some hotels may hold functions that cause noise, this
unfortunately is beyond our control. Hotel ratings are described
on the brochure page. The absence of a star rating or
equivalent does not necessarily mean a lower standard of hotel,
but merely indicates the respective hotels non-membership of
the rating organisation or waiting for inspection.
HOTEL FACILITIES
All the amenities described in our brochure and website will
normally be available for the enjoyment of our customers, but
some amenities e.g. lifts, swimming pools etc may occasionally
require servicing or cleaning and therefore we cannot guarantee
that they will always be available. In many hotels you may be
asked to share a table in the restaurant with other guests. If a
hotel has lifts, these are described as serving some, most or all
floors or rooms. Many hotel buildings are historical rather than
purpose built and, therefore, bedroom sizes and proportions
may vary and there may also be some steps on each floor.
SPECIAL REQUESTS

Porterage is not generally included in our packages, however
upon arrival it may be available at some hotels and when
available may incur an extra charge payable direct to the hotel.

Should you have any special requests, please ensure they are
advised at the time of booking, we will then forward them to the
relevant hotels and carriers. We regret however that special
requests cannot be guaranteed.

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS

MEALS

Itineraries, luggage labels and travel tickets confirming pick-up
points and departure times will be sent to you in the post
approximately seven to ten days before departure.
ACCOMMODATION
Hotels have been carefully selected to provide clients with good
value for money and range from smaller family owned hotels to
large luxury hotels. Please remember when booking that hotel
standards do vary and that the standards of hotels are often
reflected by the difference in holiday costs, we strongly advise
that the customer ensures that the hotel, resort and itinerary
offered are suitable for their needs and requirements. In some
hotels triple rooms may contain a double bed with an additional
fold-away bed which may not always be of the same standard
and reduce room space. In some European countries a
bedroom classified as a twin may have a double bed base with
separate mattresses and bedding. There is usually a limited
number of low floor rooms available and requests for this
accommodation must be made as a special request at the time
of booking. Requests will be forwarded to the hotel(s), however
room allocations are entirely at the hotel’s discretion. Single
rooms are limited and often incur a supplementary charge as
levied by the hotel. If applicable this charge is shown on the
relevant tour page. Most hotel bedrooms in the UK include tea

On most British tours English breakfast is included and a choice
of menu is offered for evening meals. Please remember when
travelling abroad that food served will vary from country to
country and on occasions may be prepared and served
differently from the way we are accustomed. Breakfast is usually
continental style. Dinner menus will normally offer food
associated with the country in which you are staying. Whilst we
always prefer that our clients receive a choice of menu we regret
that a number of hotels on the continent may only offer a 3
course set menu.
If you require a special diet please inform us at the time of
booking, this will be notified to the relevant hotel(s). On certain
holidays the hotels used are tourist class and whilst offering
value for money they may not have the full facilities to cope with
special diets. Any extra costs incurred in providing special diets
must be paid directly to the hotel.

guaranteed and may be withdrawn if there is insufficient
numbers in the hotel.
SMOKING POLICY
We do operate a no smoking policy, which includes all types of
e-cigarettes, on all coaches but we do have regular comfort
stops.
REDUCTIONS FOR CHILDREN
Some hotels offer reduced rates for children when sharing a
room with two adults. Prices are available on request.
COACHES
On occasions it is possible that for operational reasons or to
meet increased demand, some holidays may need to be
operated by vehicles other than our own and we reserve the
right to sub-contract coaches at any time if required. Please
note that in this case the specification and facilities may differ
to details in our brochure or on our website.
SUITABILITY
The holidays in this brochure have been carefully planned to
include as much of interest as possible. However, if you will
need assistance or special facilities in the hotel, or may have
difficulties in taking part in excursions or boarding and travelling
on the coach or other means of transport, please let us know
at the time of booking as not all holidays in this brochure may
be suitable for you. Inevitably some holidays will also include
lengthy periods of travel and this should be considered before
making your reservation.
We can accept a limited amount of lightweight wheelchairs or
mobility scooters up to a maximum weight of 15kg providing
that we have been notified in advance and they can be folded
for stowage in the luggage compartment. Please note that they
can only be taken on to our coaches and not at any pick up
points where a feeder vehicle is used as this service will be
provided by taxi or mini bus which will not have the required
space.
Drivers cannot be expected to provide assistance to any
passenger that involves any form of carrying or lifting of a
person on or off the coach. It is essential that all clients are able
to manage the steps necessary to board the coach either
unaided or with the assistance of members of their own party.

ENTERTAINMENT
Some hotels arrange additional entertainment that could include
music, dancing, film shows, bingo, etc. Entertainment offered
by hotels is normally indicated in the hotel description on the
holiday page. The nature and frequency of the entertainment
presented is at the discretion of the hotel and therefore not

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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T RA D ING cHARTER

ARVONIA COACHES LTD TRADING CHARTER (AND BOOKING CONDITIONS)
1. Financial Protection
Your contract is with Arvonia Coaches Ltd of The Square, Llanrug,
Caernarfon, Gwynedd LL55 4AA. When you book a holiday with
us, which doesn’t include a flight, the money you pay us for the
booking will be protected by the Bonded Coach Holidays (BCH),
this is a Government approved consumer protection scheme. The
scheme will also ensure your repatriation in the event the
company becomes insolvent. Our Trading Charter and Booking
Conditions set out clearly and simply the responsibility we have
to you and in turn, you have with us, when a contract is made.
Please see the BCH Consumer Guarantee at www.bchuk.org.There is no financial protection if you purchase just
transport or accommodation-only from us. We fully comply with
the Package Travel and Linked Travel Arrangements Regulations
2018. The combination of travel services offered to you is a
package holiday within the meaning of the Regulations.
Therefore, you will benefit from all rights applying to package
holidays. Arvonia Coaches Ltd will be fully responsible for the
proper performance of the holiday and providing assistance if
you are in difficulty. Your key rights will be in the details of the
tour which will be provided prior to booking.
2. Booking and Payment
When a booking is made, the ‘lead name’ on the booking
guarantees that he or she is 18 or over and has the authority and
accepts on behalf of the party the terms of these booking conditions
and pays the deposit indicated in the brochure and as confirmed
in the pre-contract information. After we receive your booking and
all appropriate payments, if the arrangements you wish to book are
available, we will send you or your booking agent a confirmation
invoice within 14 days. This confirmation will include any special
requests we have agreed. All monies paid to your booking agent
are held by them on your behalf until we issue our confirmation
invoice, thereafter your booking agent holds the money on our
behalf. A binding agreement will come into existence between us
when we dispatch this invoice to the ‘lead name’ or your booking
agent. Please check the confirmation carefully to ensure all the
information is correct. This contract is governed by English Law,
and the jurisdiction of the English Courts.
Single occupancy of rooms, when available, may be subject to a
supplementary charge and these will be shown in the brochure.
You can book by paying a deposit for each person named on the
booking but our commitment is always conditional upon the
balance being paid as below;
Deposit £50.00 per person for British & Continental Coach Tours.
Deposit £100.00 per person for Air holidays.
The balance of the price of your holiday must be paid at least 8
weeks before your departure. If you book within our balance due
period, you will need to pay the total holiday cost at the time of
booking. If the balance is not paid in time we reserve the right to
cancel your holiday, retain your deposit, and apply the
cancellation charges set out in the paragraph below. The date of
cancellation will normally be the date we receive your written
confirmation that you intend to cancel or 15 days after the
balance due date, whichever comes first.
Where optional items are purchased as part of the holiday, these
are payable on the balance due date except where items, such
as theatre tickets, have been specifically purchased for you. In
this case the cost will be payable at a separate date notified to
you and will not normally be refunded unless we obtain a refund
from the supplier we use.
3. Brochure Accuracy
Although Arvonia Coaches Ltd make every effort to ensure the
accuracy of the brochure information and pricing, regrettably
errors do sometimes occur. You must therefore ensure you check
the price and all other details of your holiday with us at the time
of booking and when you receive our confirmation invoice.
4. Our Pricing Policy
Arvonia Coaches Ltd endeavour to ensure that the most up to
date and correct prices are shown in our brochure. Occasionally,
an incorrect price may be shown, due to an error. When we
become aware of any such error, we will endeavour to notify you
at the time of booking (if we are then aware of the mistake) or as
soon as reasonably possible. We reserve the right to cancel the
booking if you do not wish to accept the price which is applicable
to the holiday.
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Local Authorities in many towns and cities throughout Europe
have introduced new tourist taxes which must be paid directly to
the hotel by all guests in person. These taxes are not included in
our prices but we will notify you when applicable.
Holiday prices include all travel, hotel accommodation and meals
as specified in the holiday description and VAT payable in the UK
where applicable. The price of the holiday will not be subjected to
any surcharges except those arising from exchange rate changes,
transportation including the price of fuel, air & ferry operator fares
and tolls, embarkation or disembarkation fees at terminals, duties
and taxes (including the rate of VAT). Even in these cases we will
absorb the cost equivalent to cost of the first 2% of the holiday price.
Amounts more than this plus £1 administration fee and Travel
Agents commission will be surcharged to you. If this means the total
cost of the holiday increases by more than 8% then you are entitled
to cancel your holiday and receive a full refund of all monies paid
except any insurance premium and amendment charges. We will
communicate the options with you either through email or letter,
with a reminder if necessary. If you exercise the right to cancel we
must receive written notice within 20 days of the date of the
surcharge invoice. The currency exchange rate used in the holiday
costings are based on rates as at the publication date of this charter.
5. If you change your booking
If, after our confirmation has been issued, you wish to change to
another of our holidays or change departure date, we will do our
utmost to make the changes, but we cannot guarantee to do so.
Notification must be received in writing at our offices from the person
who made the booking. This must be accompanied by a payment
of £10 per person to cover our administrative costs, plus any costs
we incur in making the amendment. Alterations may not be able to
be made within 6 weeks of departure and any such request for an
alteration will be treated as a cancellation of the original booking
and will be subject to the cancellation charges set out in paragraph
below. Some arrangements cannot be changed without paying a
cancellation charge of up to 100% of the ticket cost.
6. Transferring your booking
You can transfer your booking to somebody else but the person
must satisfy all the conditions of the holiday and you must inform
us in writing no less than 7 days before departure. This transfer
will cost £20 plus reasonable costs to make the transfer. You will
remain responsible for ensuring payment before the balance due
date. This is in addition to (and does not affect) the separate
liability of the transferee to us.
7. If you need to cancel your holiday
You or any member of your party, may cancel your holiday at any
time provided the cancellation is made by the person who made
the booking and is communicated to us in writing. You must pay
cancellation charges to cover our administration costs and to
compensate for the risk of us not reselling the holiday. Your
cancellation will take effect from the date on which we or our agent
receive your written confirmation of your cancellation. You must
also return any tickets or vouchers you have received. A reduction
in room occupancy may increase the charges for the remaining
passengers by the application of supplements for low occupancy
of rooms. Where bought in supplies, such as ferries, hotel
accommodation etc have been bought in on your behalf, and where
the terms and conditions of the supplier are non-refundable, these
products will be charged to you at the full retail rate. If this applies,
the non-refundable items will be deducted from your holiday costs
and the following scale of charges will be applied to the remainder:
Period before departure
within which written
cancellation of package
price is received

Amount of cancellation
charge as a % of total
package cost

More than 42 days

Deposit only

42 to 29 days

50%

28 to 15 days

70%

14 to 1 days

100%

Departure day or later
including voluntary termination
during the package

Total package cost

You may cancel your holiday without paying any termination fee
before the start of the holiday, in the event of unavoidable and
extraordinary circumstances occurring at the place of destination
or its immediate vicinity, for instance, if there are serious security
problems at the destination which are likely to affect the package.
8. Alterations to your holiday by us
We hope that we will not have to make any change to your
holiday but, because our holidays are planned many months in
advance, we sometimes do need to make minor changes. We
reserve the right to do this at any time. We will let you or your
booking agent know about any important changes as soon as
possible.
If after booking, and before departure, we make a major change
to your holiday, you will have the option of withdrawing from the
holiday without penalty or transferring to another holiday without
any charge. In either case, we will pay you compensation,
according to the scale set below. A major change includes the
time of your departure or return time by more than 12 hours, a
significant change in departure point, location of resort or type
of hotel (excluding overnight hotels on touring packages where
the quality of the hotel is comparable).
If we tell you about any of these changes after we have confirmed
your holiday booking (other than force majeure), you may either:
accept the new arrangements offered by us; or
accept a replacement holiday from us of equivalent or similar
standard and price (at the date of the change), if we can offer
you one; or
• cancel your holiday with us and receive a full refund of all
monies
•
•

Either way, we will pay you compensation, using the
Compensation table shown below.
Period before departure
in which significant
change is notified to you

Amount per person

More than 28 days

Nil

27 to 15 days

£10

14 to 8 days

£20

7 to 0 days

£25

IMPORTANT NOTE Compensation will not be payable if the
holiday is cancelled because the number of persons booked is
less than the number required, or for events beyond our control,
which include: war, threat of war, riots, civil disturbances, terrorist
activity and its consequences, industrial disputes, natural and
nuclear disasters, fire, epidemics, health risks and pandemics,
unavoidable and unforeseeable technical problems with transport
for reasons beyond our control or that of our suppliers; hurricanes
and other actual or potential severe weather conditions and any
other similar events. You are also advised to check with The
Foreign and Commonwealth Office Advice Unit regularly at
www.fco.gov.uk/travel prior to travel.
All holidays operate if the minimum number of participants is
met. However, in no case will we cancel your holiday less than 4
weeks before the scheduled departure date, except where you
have failed to pay the final balance or because of force majeure
(force majeure means an event which we or the suppliers of the
services in question could not foresee or avoid and is therefore
beyond our control).
9. Our responsibility to you
We accept responsibility for ensuring the holiday which you book
with us is supplied as described in our publicity material and the
services offered reach a reasonable standard and if you are in
difficulty we will assist you. If any part of our holiday contract is
not provided as promised, you may terminate the contract without
paying a termination fee and we will pay you appropriate
compensation if this has affected your enjoyment of your holiday.
We will however, not be liable if there are any unforeseeable or
unavoidable actions of a third party not connected with our travel
services, or there were unavoidable or extraordinary

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

If we make any payment to you or any member of your party for
death or personal injury or illness, you will be asked to assign to
us or our insurers the rights you may have to act against the
person or organisation responsible for causing the death,
personal injury or illness. This clause does not apply to any
separate contracts that you may enter for excursions or activities
during or outside of your holiday. If you or any member of your
party suffer death, illness or injury whilst overseas arising out of
an activity which does NOT form part of your holiday, we may
offer guidance and where legal action is contemplated and you
want our assistance, you must obtain our written consent prior
to any proceedings (We limit the cost of our assistance to you or
your party to £5,000 per party)
10. If you have a complaint
If you have a problem during your holiday, please inform your
driver, tour manager or the relevant supplier/resort representative
immediately who will endeavour to put things right. If your
complaint cannot be completely resolved locally, you must
complete a Holiday Report Form which can be obtained from your
driver which you should keep.
If you remain dissatisfied, please follow this up within 14 days of
your return home by writing to our Customer Services
Department, Arvonia Coaches Ltd, The Square, Llanrug,
Caernarfon, Gwynedd LL55 4AA. Please include your original
booking reference number and all other relevant information,
including a copy of the Holiday Report Form in your
correspondence.
It is therefore a condition of this contract that you communicate
any problem to the supplier of the services in question AND to
our representative whilst in resort and obtain a written report
form. If you fail to follow this simple procedure, we cannot accept
responsibility as we have been deprived of the opportunity to
investigate and rectify the problem. Should you wish to pursue
the complaint further, the BCH/CPT have an Alternative Dispute
Resolution scheme and full details are available from them.
Please contact them at, The Confederation of Passenger
Transport UK, Fifth Floor South, Chancery House, 53 – 64
Chancery Lane, London WC2A 1QS.
11. Our Coaches
We will always use our reasonable endeavours to provide a coach
to the specification in our brochure or advert, but reserve the
right to substitute an alternative vehicle should there be
unforeseen circumstances or to meet increased demand. There
is a seating plan but in some cases, operational reasons may
require a coach with a different configuration. We reserve the
right to alter a coach seating plan and allocate seats other than
those booked.
Single passengers may be required to share a double seat with
other single passengers. When your booking is confirmed, you
will be offered the best seats that are available at that time. If
you feel that you require two seats, then these must be booked
and paid for in advance, at the time of booking. If you fail to do
this and it transpires that the seat allocated to you is insufficient
for your needs and there is no alternative seating available then
you will be refused access to the coach and any payments made
will be liable to forfeiture.
Specific seats will not be allocated on coaches operating a
feeder service between joining points and main holiday
departure points or on coaches that carry out transfers between
airports, seaports etc.

12. Hotel facilities
Some hotel facilities and entertainment may be withdrawn for
routine maintenance or be subject to seasonal availability and
provision of the facilities cannot be guaranteed.
Single occupancy of rooms may be subject to a supplementary
charge.
13. Health and Safety
In some foreign countries, standards of infrastructure, safety and
hygiene may be lower than those to which we are accustomed
in the UK. You should therefore exercise greater care for your
own protection. There may be countries that we visit that have
special medical requirements for tourists. These regulations are
subject to change and our clients are responsible for complying
with entry and current health requirements. If you are not sure
of the health requirements for the country you are visiting, you
are advised to check with your own GP before travelling. You are
also advised to refer to the Department of Health leaflet “Health
Advice for Travellers”.
Some people may be at risk from discomfort or deep vein
thrombosis (DVT) if they remain immobile on a journey for a long
period. If you are planning to undertake a journey of more than
three hours, you should consult your doctor, if you have ever had
DVT, pulmonary embolism, a family history of clotting conditions,
cancer or treatment for cancer, stroke, and heart or lung disease
or If you have had major surgery in the past three months.
We reserve the right to refuse any booking in the absence of a
doctor’s certificate confirming that you are fit to travel. Where we
provide comfort stops you are encouraged to walk around.
Exercise reduces any discomfort, which may be caused by
periods of immobility.
Smoking is not allowed on our coaches (including E-Cigarettes)
and we do not allow pets or any other animals, although we
accommodate registered assistance dogs, but not on overseas
holidays.
14. Travel documents, itineraries, pick-up points and
passports
For all Continental holidays, you will require a full 10-year British
Passport (machine readable) valid for the period required for the
countries you are visiting. If you do not hold a full British Passport
or you have any doubts about your status as a resident British
subject, you must check with the Embassies or Consulates of the
Countries to be visited to confirm the Passport or visa
requirements when you book. We cannot accept responsibility if
passengers are not in possession of the correct travel
documents. For full details on passport requirements, please
contact ‘the identity and passport service’ on 0300 222 0000
(www.direct.gov.uk).
You are responsible for ensuring you are at the correct departure
point, at the correct time and with the correct documents. Arvonia
Coaches Ltd reserve the right to modify itineraries to conform
with requests from competent authorities both within the UK and
abroad.
Excursions which are included in the cost of your booking are
detailed on the brochure page and refunds will not be made for
excursions not taken. Optional excursions booked and paid for
in resort do not form part of your booking. Admission fees to
buildings may not be included in the price of the holiday, please
check.
15. Special Requests
All special needs and requests should be advised at the time of
booking. These cannot be guaranteed except where confirmed as
part of our holiday commitment to you and are detailed on your
holiday booking confirmation. We are keen to ensure that we plan
the arrangements for your holiday so that special needs and
requests can be accommodated as far as possible. If you will need
assistance, or may be unable to fully enjoy all aspects of your holiday
you must tell us in advance so that we can maximise your enjoyment
of the holiday. We will need to know if you will need special facilities
in the hotel, taking part in the excursions or have difficulty boarding
and travelling on the coach or other means of transport. Before
booking your holiday, you should be sure that you and your party
are both physically and mentally capable of completing the itinerary.
If you need advice or further information either you or your booking
agent should contact our reservation team. If you will require a

special diet please tell us at the time of booking, or as soon as you
are medically advised, together with a copy of the diet.
16. Passengers with disabilities
We want everyone to enjoy our travel arrangements. We are
happy to advise and assist you in choosing a suitable holiday.
But, as some of the accommodation and resorts featured may
not cater for even minor disabilities, it is important that, when
booking, you advise us of any disability, specific need or complex
need you may have and any special requirements that will make
sure the holiday is suitable. If a passenger requires personal
assistance (for example, assistance with feeding, dressing,
toileting, mobilising) then this passenger must travel with an ablebodied companion or carer and written confirmation that such
assistance will be provided for the entirety of the holiday is
required at the time of booking. Coach drivers/Tour Managers
are unable to provide such assistance.
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circumstances, or the lack of conformity is due to a traveller in
the party. We accept responsibility for the acts and/or omissions
of our employees, agents and suppliers except where they lead
to death, injury or illness. Our liability in all cases shall be limited
to a maximum of twice the value of the original holiday cost (not
including insurance premiums and amendment charges). We
accept responsibility for death, injury, or illness caused by the
negligent acts and/or omissions of our employees or agents
together with our suppliers and sub-contractors, servants and/or
agents of the same whilst acting within the scope of, or during
their employment in the provision of your holiday. We will
accordingly pay to our clients such damages as might have been
awarded in such circumstances under English Law. In respect of
carriage by air, sea, tunnel and rail and the provision of
accommodation our liability in all cases will be limited in the
manner provided by the relevant international convention.

Important. You must tell us if you have an existing medical
condition, disability or complex need that may affect your holiday
or other group members’ enjoyment of it before you book your
holiday. We reserve the right to request a doctor’s certificate
confirming the passenger is fit to travel. If, in our reasonable
opinion, your chosen holiday is not suitable for your medical
condition or disability, we reserve the right to refuse your booking.
You are responsible for bringing with you the proper clothing and
equipment, which we advise you about in our printed trip
information. We want you to enjoy your holiday and will help you
select an appropriate trip.
17. Passenger Behaviour
We want all our customers to have a happy and carefree holiday.
You are responsible for your behaviour and hygiene and the effect
it may have on others. If you or any other member of your party is
abusive, disruptive or behaves in a way that could cause damage
or injury to others or affect their enjoyment of their holiday or which
could damage property, we have the right to terminate your contract
with us and we will have no further liability or obligation to you. The
coach driver, representative, ship’s captain, or authorised official is
entitled to refuse you boarding if in their reasonable opinion you are
unacceptably under the influence of drink or drugs or you are being
violent or disruptive. If you are refused boarding on the outward
journey we will regard it as a cancellation by you and we will apply
cancellation charges. If on your return journey, we have the right to
terminate the contract with you.
We also request that you respect other passengers when using
mobile phones on board our coaches.
18. Travel Insurance – Advice
We recommend that you take out a travel insurance policy for
your trip. We have arranged a travel insurance policy with
Towergate Travel, which is outlined below. You may of course
choose to take out cover with another insurer, but you must
advise us with whom you’ve taken it out, the policy number and
24-hour Emergency Medical Assistance contact number. Your
travel insurance should cover medical and repatriation costs,
personal injury, loss of baggage and cancellation. If you do not
have adequate travel insurance and require our assistance during
your holiday, we reserve the right to reclaim from you any
medical, repatriation or other expenses which we may incur on
your behalf, which would otherwise have been met by insurers.
19. Luggage
Please restrict your luggage to one medium sized suitcase per
person, weighing no more than 20Kgs. A small holdall can also
be taken on board the coach. We cannot accept responsibility for
loss or damage to luggage unless it is established that it is
caused by our negligence. On holidays which include overnight
stops, you may take a small overnight bag with you. Please do
not leave items of value in your main suitcase which is left on
the coach. Should loss or damage occur you may be able to claim
through your holiday travel insurance.
Please contact us for our policy on mobility scooters.
20. General Data Protection Regulations
We comply with the GDPR 2018 Regulations, our data protection
policy can be found on our website or you can request a printed
copy from Arvonia Coaches Ltd, The Square, Llanrug, Caernarfon,
Gwynedd LL55 4AA.
PUBLICATION DATE This brochure was printed in the UK on 1st
July 2019
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